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THREE NAMES FOR
CITY PHYSICIAN
Will Be Presented To Joint
Boards Tonight
lit Is Relieved That Caucus Slate
Will Go Through for Other
Positions,
WWEB BOARD WILL BM BUSY
Contest for the position of city
physitian may add considerable zest
to the special joint session of the
general council tonight which might
otherwise be a "cut and dried" af-
fair. Mayor YeIser has called the
boards to meet for the purpose of
electing several officers, preceding
the regular session of the board of
councilmen.
A caucus of part of the member-
ship decided on De Harry William-
son as the nominee for city physi-
cian, but Dr. W. J. Bass, the incum-
bent, and Dr. 3. S. Troutman are In
the race, and claim that several
members decline to stand by the
caucus.
For the other offices it is believed
Frank Brown will be retained as
wharfmaster: George Lehnhard as
license Inspector: A. C. Bundesman
am sewer inspector, and Isycurgus
Rice as stock policeman. The latter
office is made permanent In an ordi-
nance, effected by both boards but
not yeteligned by the mayor.
Cheats -Bell probably will supplant
Frank Smedley as market master;
and Frank Dunn will succeed R. H.
McGuire as weigh master.
The Lower Board.
It is postsible that the license ordi-
nance may come before the lower
board of the general council at the
meeting tonight. The finance com-
mittee's report aerie/tug clatms and
the balance of apportionments in
certain departments, and recommend
lug the negotiation of a loan to make
up the deficits will be received. Sev-
eral other matters, including the or-
dinance divorcing saloons and vo-
ters stores, and tee fire limits ordi-
nance are possibilities for nest pas-
sage. The board will endeavor to
clear up all old business at this ses-
sion, as only one more remains be-
fore the council expires by limita-
tion.
rt. BELIEF' IN MIRACLES
Keeential to Itethe in ('hristianity,
Sari Dr. Wright. ,
The Rev. David Cady Wright mf
Grace Episcopal church, delivered a
strong sermon Sunday morning on
the question "Is Belief in Miracles
Necessary to Belief In ChristMale?"
From the reply of Christ to the vis-
iting disciples of John the Baptist.
"Go, tell what things ye have seen
and heard; how that the blind see,
the lame walk, the lepers are cleans-
ed, the deaf bear, the dead are rais-
ed, to the poor the gospel are preach-
ed," he proved by logical deduction
that Christianity is itself a miracle.
UNDERLYTNO Turrits
Presented by Dr. Bolling at First
Presbyterian.
No services were held yesterday at
all at the Broadway Methodist
church, owing to the water in the
teller preventing the nse of the fur-
nace. Dr. W. 1'. Bolling, the pastor
of Broadway, was Invited by Dr. W.
E. Cave of the First Presbyterian
church, to fill his pulpit at the even-
ing hone
Dr. BoIlIng's sermon was a forci-
ble presentation of the vest under-
iseng truths of- church unity In
Christ. and not, uniformity.
gimmeni.
NO ACTION TAKEN.
First Christian Has Not Decided on
Calling Pastor,
The Rev. J. W. Hudspeth. of Hop-
kinsville, preached yesterday morn-
ing at the First Christian church.
Mrlindspeth Is the evangelist of this
denomination for west Kentucky and
has been supplying this pulpit for
several Sundays. A business meeting
was held yesterday morning after
church to discuss the calling of a
preacher, but no decisive action was
taken.
New Trial Ilefueed.
An order overruling the motion for
a new trial has been entered in the
federal court by Federal Judge W '-
ter levant'. of Lonisville, the case
of Minnie Ticei egainst trolman
Aaron Hurley. Hurley ued for
$10.044) for the alleged a g of
John Tioe last Christmas at Eleventh
street and Broadway when Tice de-
nted the pollee and- shot Patrolmen
fames (lark who went Into tile 1. C.
Reg station to arra him. The wo-
man may afpesk abe vane.
STATE MAKERS FACE A DleesICIT
Alahonta Convention Is Threatened
With $150,000 Shortage.
Guthrie, Okla., Dec. 17.— An esti-
mated deficiency' of $150,000 faces
the constitutional convention. Chas.
H. Filson, disbursing officer of the
convention, said last night that the
comptroller of the currency had no-
tified him to contract no debts be-
yond the $100,000 appropriated in
the enabling act for the convention
and the election incident there to,
and he already has refused to pay
printing bills contracted without his
knowledge. "When the money runs
Out," said be, "I will quit paying."
. CAB DRIVER
PLACFD tie THE RACK BY CHIEF
OF -POLICE COLLINS.
Is Determined to Sift Accueatkin
Against Pollee to Bottom—
A Denial.
Gus Noban, a colored cab driver
wen before Police Judge ()roes and
the grand jury Saturday to answew
interrogations as to the stetetnent ac-
credited to him that a Policemen di-
rected tern to houses of illfieme on
?eighth street. He swore positively
that DO poticemn had ever given him
any ouch directions both before Judge
Cross and the grand jury, according to
Chief Collins.
"I wanted to know just how much
truth there was in the charge." mid
Chief eisillitts, egad I had Nolan
brought before Judge Cross. He dis-
claims any knowledge of such state-
ment. I had blm go before the grand
jury then.
"If any member of the pollee force
was acting that wit) I wanted to find
It out. I have had member, of the
"Remitter comenittee" bare. I intend
to sett the matter to the bottom and
If any member of the police force did
theeI wl.f have bias eundebed• If no
policeman ill guilty I think tee force
deserves to be exonerated from the
ellgana."
Young Man Killed Himself,
Edward hth, 20 rears eat. quar-
reled with his brother, Bedford
Smith. at Princeton, and then shot
and killed himself Saturday nigh.
about 8 o'clock
TOY PISTOL
PUT UNDER RAN SAY CHIEF' OF
POLICE.
Weapon of Small Roy Is Ilinrigeroua
and Patrolmen Are Ordered to
Stop Shooting.
"Toy pistols an loaded canes are
under the ban," said Chief Collins
today.
"The toy pistols the boys are us-
ing are dangerous and they can
shoot loads as well as caps in them.
Loaded canes are known to be dan-
gerous as well aa ennoying. and I
think we owe it to the citizens to.
protect them and the boys from in-
jury. Every Christmas we have the
Irrepressible. small boy and his big
brother to contend with. The patrol-
men have orders to capture every
toy pistol they find and bring it to
headquarters."
MILBURN'S FIRE.
Destroys Nearly All the Bueinesie
Section,
Milburn, Graves county, Ky., suf-
fered a fire Saturday which destroyed
Turner's dry goods store, James Wil-
kerson, Payne and Redford's and W.
Y. Johnson and Brent's grocery store
entailing a loss of $50,000 with $20,-
000 insurance. The fire originated
in Perry's grocery. The town has
400 inhabitants. They were power-
less to save the buildings. Only two
stores remain in the town. The Odd
Fellows hall was destroyed and Mrs.
Hart's residence.
Extra (leek In Popeoffice.
To facilitate the handling of (ho
inereesed btainees Ed Randle and
Dick Foster, subatitute carriers, are
employed as extra clerks in the poet
nine* until the ho2days are over.
There is mile one kind of a
newspaper circulation statement
that Is worth any consideration
and that is the daily detailed
statement. The Sun is the only
Paduersh paper printing such a
statement,
YOUNG GIRL HOBO
IS UNDER ARREST
55
Garbed Like a Boy In Compa-
ny With Male Companions
Trio Came In From Louisville
Were Fined and Sent to Jail
by Judge.
THE CHIEF WILL INVINTIGATE.
Francis McClain, a girl hobo of
more than orderary beauty, garbed in
male at t itre, was arrested. Sunday
morning at 4 o'clock at 'Ripley's drug
store by Patrolmen Ferguson and
Clark. Her companiotia. Philip Rom-
mell and John ()umbels, were aleo
taken into custody and the trio were
need $5 and caste divided in the Po-
lice court this morning. The three
told straight stories and the girl gave
as .her reason for masquerating the
fact that it wetted fecilirete riding
freight telling. She wee en route to
New Orlerans, where she has a moth-
er. She says she is 21, but looks like
16.
"We came in from Loulevele Sun-
day morning and were arrested at
Central city," (lambing testified.
"The girl we found in Louisville and
she warned to go south. The brake-
man on a freight train refused tj
take her unless she dressed ass man.
and I gave her tbe extra pair of
trousers I had. The coat I hustled
for. Me went into the caboose and
rode, as I had a little monee and
Melted it for her Care.
Arested atteentral City.
"At Central Oily we were forced
to leave the train and a policeman ar-
rested us. They told us to leave
town at once, and sent the girl to
Padue.ah, the city furnishing trash-
portatfon. We rode the blinds of
the imesseelger train the girl' was on.
I here been working in bout/iviee
about the hotels and can give a
straight account of myself. I was
gcdng south and would work If I
could get a Job"
Rommeti's story was the same as
Gambin's.
'I have a mother P. New Orleans
and had been in Loulsvilie corns-
time," the girl stated. "I met the
two boys when try Mg to get out of
the city, and they kindly helped ,me
work the brakeman, one fernistbang
money for my fare to Central City.
rode in the caboose. I had no pur-
pore of donning the trousers end
oast other than to facilitate riding cal
the freight train."
The girl wore high best mimes of a
stylish pattern. lice cap was extra
Serge and her light heir tucked under-
neath it, only a few straggling locks
being viable. It was worn set far
back on the head. The girl is of ex-
eelesnt figure, out 5 feet 3 inches
Pall mad weighs about US pounds.
Chief Collins gamed intently at
her as she walked out of the city
court room with the string of prison-
ers consigned to the lockup.' She
tried to whisper to Geanips but did
not get to say anything. She seemed
self-possessed ishean being tried nd
from indicatiotis hes been used to
"roughing" It, When peering the
crowd of loungerit packed near the
lockup door. she gained straight ahead
and seemed unconscious of attracting
attentiOn.
"There is enmeshing queer about
this bueineest,"..was Chief Oolente
decienettion When ehe disappeared In
the lockup. He will investigate the
case while tripe girl is serving her
fine,
Patrolmen Clark and Ferguson
were told teat she was mesqueraid-
lag Irt male attire and were looking
for her. The trio Bret applied at the
11:inote Central hotel near the depot
for lodging, but found none. At
[eleventh and Caldwell streets they
were-looking for a boarding house
when the patrolmen arrested them.
TEN TEAOHRIIS
Given Scholarehipe in State Normal
School.
S. .1. Billington, county superin-
tendent, has selected ten teat hers
who wiRebe given free courses in the
state normal school at Bowling
Green. They will enter in February.
The teachers selected are! 'Misses
Lummie Leirkett, Annie Knott and
Lillie Knott, of the Woodville section;
Misses Dora Keel and Ada Long, of
the Ragland section: Miss Bertha
Boas, of the Shady Grove section, and
Messrs. W. T. Lawrence, of Mame;
Harry Gibson, of Oaks, R. L. Heath,
iof Melber, and Henry Yarbro, of
Florence station.
Oldest Divorce.
Salina, Kan., Dec. I 7.--eta Mug I
Hunt, who gave her age -as 105 yeers,!
has applied for a divorce from her
hesbend, agedeminety, on die grotriind
of extreme cruelty. The woman was
too weak to climb the stairs leactingl
to the district court room and her'
affidavit was taken in a room on the'
ground door of the court WM*.
HOPES ARE REVIVED.
Pura, Dec. 17.—With the
mooting of a quiet day yesterday
In the church dispute elect' has
torn France, hopes non are en-
tertained for general pence. A
satisfactory solution of the
churck separation problem is
near. ihe government has •
new pihopmuda to make before
the ehandwr of deputies and
fresh conceeptione are hoped for.
ASK FOR LIFE TERM,
New York, Dec.. 17.— Law-
;ere for Albert T. Patrick have
given up tht• tight for at new trial
for the murderer of Millionaire
William Meath Rice, and have
aigned a pet itl4at to Got ernor
Higgins, begging him to coin.
mutt' the sentence to life Inqwis-
onment.
CLASH IMMINENT
IN DEPARTMENTS
Board of Public Works May
Appoint Sewer Inspector
Claims Hight to Name 'lead. of I1e-
parlinents UIWItT It. l'stsit osI la
Fatah'.
COUNCIL MAKES MIME CLAIM.
Wehout waiting to ascertain the
aitittide of the next general council.
the board of public-works. according
to a rumor ctsseent today. ere invite
a clash with the legislative depart-
Mont oat* the taint to appoint offi-
cers under He oontrot.
Theme aloft are the market mass
ter, wharf otailiter and sewer Inelver-
tor. The had authority over
en titses p. , sad ~ma the
right to name lasads. The g'en-
emt council, Wilke Nested the offices,
barn retained die 'tight to 111} them.
It is parde•darly in the office of
sewer inspector .the board of public
works is Mterseted, and it is mkt
that In spite of tin melon of the gen-
eral council in eloodna A. C. Bunalless-
men Is, thst pottlien. ensitglat, the
twined of public stories at Its neat sea-
Mon will make an appolattneet, and
then put the question of authority to
the test.
Nothing is known as to the prob-
able action of the board In regard to
the other two positions, but the eon-
deems are the same In all three.
WITHDRAW REWARDS.
Cruelty and Fraud Practiced by Irre-
sponsible' lietectivea.
Dayton, 0., Dec. 17.— The $2,000
reward offered for the apprehension
if the murderer of Dona Gilman by
the county commissioners was with-
drawn today. The $3,500 reward of-
fered by employes of the National
Cash Register company also will be
withdrawn. The reason was that the
large rewards brought a number of
Irresponsible detectives to the scene.
In consequence of which much dis-
tortion of truth and cruelty resulted.
FURS RISCOV tamp.
Stolen From Vehicle and Hidden in
Box Car.
Two handsome furs purchased by
Charles Houston, of the county,were
stolen Saturday afternoon from Hous
ton's buggy in front of Harbour's
store on 'North Third street and re-
covered in a box car near Eleventh
street and Broadway a few hours la-
ter by Patrolman Emil Gourieux,who
was searching the railroad yards for
a fugitive.
SEND A MITE
...TO...
THE SUN
...For the...
Christmas Tree
For the Poor
If we get a dime for each sub-
feriber to THE Sl'N we shall
have a total sum —$400-1 se
this coupon and send something
now.
The Evenine Sun,
Paducah, Ky.
I inclose a contribution for
the Christmas tree for the benefit
of the poor children of Paducah.
PICTURE OF TEAM
IN BOOK OF RULES
OHIO STATE GEOLOGIST RESIGN -
Profeesor Edward Orton Quits and
A. Bownocker Taken Place.
Columbus, 0., Dec. 17.— Profes-
lsor Edward Orton tendered his res-
ignat ion as state geologist to 0-over-
Spalding Wants Record ot nor Harris today. He is known all
over the country. It was accepted at
once and John A. Bownocker, pro-
fessor of geology in the Ohio State
University, appointed to the unexpir-
ed term, ending April 22, 1907. Pro-
fessor Orton resigns because his
work lies largee now in the field of
ceramice.and in building up this de-
partment in the state university all
his time and energies are demanded.
High School Football
liyittenocium Will Re Acquired
Through Efferts of Roys—Supt.
Lieb Fat on. the Plau.
MEETING OF SCHOOL BOARD
Because of its excelient record
this season, the Paducah High school
football team will be given special
inentiou with photographs of the
players in Spalding's National Foot-
ball Guide. Athletics In the schools Is
firmly established, and ultimately
there will be a gymnasitsm in the
school.
This rnornine E. G. Payne. princi-
pal, of the High school, received a
letter from publishers of Spalding's
guide requesting a photograph of the
toot ball team, representing the High
school,its record, and other interest-
ing facts. Al: data will be immediate-
ly furnished.
Supt. Lieb is pleased and said:
"An athletic department is an excel-
lent factor to promote interest in
work. We have boys who three years
ago we thought would not be in
school today who are going to gradu-
ate. Athletics-Interested them, made
their deportment perfect, and decid-
ed them to graduate."
Talk of Gymnasium.
Supt. Islet) thinks that within a
few years a gymnasium will be a
part of the school property and steps
to build one are already on foot.
"One thousand dollars will build
a neat little "gym." he said. "and
with a continuation of the Interest
aroused in football this season we
can make up this amount: in a few
seasons.
The proposed location of the gym
is In the rear of the Washington
building. It is thought the board will
readily give the ground if money is
secured.
Holiday Entertainments.
There will be several entertain-
ments this week In the schools to
celebrate Christina.. Thursday morn-
ing Mr. Emmett Bagby will sing at
the High school. Nearly all grades
are preparing to give entertainments
for Friday afternoon when the
schools will close for the holidays.
Collection for the Poor.
School children will not forget
the poor. This morning pupils at the
High school were asked to bring
money they desire to give to the poor
on Friday. Other schools will take up
Collection.
Board Meeting Thursday.
Thursday night the school board
will meet In adjourned session to al-
low teachers' salaries.
The building committee has under
advisement a rearrangement of the
third floor at the High school build-
ing There will be about 60 addition-
al pupils to handle after the first
term in this department, and anoth-
er recitation room Is necessary. Sev-
eral Arians for cutting out cloak
rooms are considered. The work will
probably be done during the holi-
days.
NEW BANK BUILDING
Will Be Ten Stories High at Thiel
and Broadway.
St. [souls architects have bees in-
structed to proceed with plans here-
tofore 'mapped out for the ten-story
steel structure to be built by the Feret
National bank at Third street and
Broadway, and the plane will he
drawn as loon as a survey is made
and the exact property space deter-
mined. It will eke In the property
now occupied by the First National
bank and the lerneseno shooting gal-
lery. Work is expected to start in
the spring. The building is to be ten
stories with a spiral stairway and
double elevators, and twelve • ofhez.
rooms will be on each floor. It will
cost $100,4e)e.
AMERICAN METHODS
Undertaken by Emperor in Present
Campaign.
Berlin, Dec. f7.—An attempt on
..he part of Kaiser William to intro-
duce American electioneering Meth-
ods into the present German cam-
paign has been checked temporarily
be his advisers. Whetter the em-
BOX RENT
REDUCED SLIGHTLY IN LOCAL
POST OFFICE,
Effort Hying Nettle By Government to
Make I 'niforrn--No More
Da s% of Grace.
An order reducing the aggregate
quarterly rentals of boxes at the lo-
cal postoffice $11.25 has been receiv-
ed by Postmaster Frank M. Fisher.
It will be effective January 1. In
some ,nstences the box rental is in-
creased, but a majority of them are
reduced.
The order is the result of an ef-
fort to make the rental of boxes
uniform. The total receipts of the
post Office are taken as a basis. Padu-
cah shows average quarterly re-
ceipts of $60.000, which throws it
in the class of from $40,000 to $100,
000. Rentals will be as follows:
One hundred and fifty-three small
boxes which have been renting at $1
will be 75 cents; 54 medium boxes
will be $1, the present price:- 27
drawers, the largest size, will be In-
creased from $1 to $3. The total
number rented now .is 231.
Hereafter boxes 1111111t be paid for
the first day of the quarter.
Wreckers Ditch Paissenger.
New Orleans, Dec. 17 --A fatal
wreck, the second In two days, or-
stirred on the Texas Pacific near here
last RAW. A fireman was killed s.nJ
three others injured. Alleged wreck-
ers threw a switch and a passenger
Dain plunged from the track. None
of the passengers was Injured.
MARRIAGE MART
BURY SCE‘E WITH CUPID AeltOnti
THE RIVER.
'Squire Liggett Harriet Five f'ouplea
Sunday—Four Pairs Come
From Renton.
Trate. was beak arrows the river
yesterday anti 'Squire Liggett, of Me-
tropoirle, was busy demeaning his
bleeping and signing nsarrlage con-
tracts. Five couples were united by
elm. They were Elie Gibson, of
Woodville. and ',lisle Morehead, of
'Ragland: 'Henry L. Bottom and Nel-
lie M. Poe, Cyril% Rose and Viola
York, Rupert Briggs and Minnie
Sanders. and Otto Baker and Eddie
I•ong, of Benton They were acrom-
isaniesl by Rimer Golden and John
Nursery. They Went down on the
Cowrie g.
DEMONSTRATION
Made by Anti-Clericals Before
French Embassy.
Rome. Dec. 17.—Thousands of
demonstrators, friendly to France,
and of anti-Vatican tendencies, gath-
ered last night in the piazza adjoin-
ing the Farnese palace the seat of
the French embassy. in an endeavor
to express their pleasure at France's
action towaid the church. The whole
garrison of Rome was employed to
face the demonstrants and protect
the vatiran which is surrounded by
cavalry and the bridges leading to
the Palace Farnese are protected by
soldiers with fixed bayonets. The de-
monstration, led by a dozen radical
Sosialists and Republican members
of the chamber of deputies.
Dr. Purdy Recovers,
Dr. A. K. Purdy. of Kuttawa. who
was shot several months ago in the
head by Marshal William McCullom,
of that city, was In Paducah Satur-
day fully recoverod front the mound.
peror will be restrained from IndnIg-I_ 
lee he propensity to do semethheil
sensational until the fight is over re-
mains to be seen.
Two Years In Sing Sing.
New e York. Dec, 17.— George
Burrihetit. Jr.. vice-president anti
general counsel for the Mutual Re-:
serve Life Insurance company con-
victed last week Of grand larceny In
the first d.,gree was 11011t.eliCed today
to two years in Sing Slag.
WE ‘THER — Partly el ill
and decidedly colder touight and
Tuesday, probably preveded by
rain in 1,ist portion this after.
'noon and tonight. The highest
temeerat tore reached yeetertiny
was 33 and the lowest today was
32.
SUBMITTED TODAY
President Recommends Simile
Head To Commission
aCtli an It Moult!
Be on Isthmus and Gets Back
at ('cities.
LITTLE ESCAPt2i HIS EYES.
Washington, Dec. SC—President
Roosevelt submitted his special mes-
sage on the Panama canal to congress
todsts The message in Part is as fol.
lews:
The eltestage.
To the Senate and House of Repre-
sentatives:
In the month of November I visit-
ed the Isthmus of Panama, going
over Canal Zone with considerable
tare: and also visited the cities of
Panama and Colon. which are not
in the Zone or under the United
States flag, but as to which the Unit-
ed States government, thru Its
agents, exercises control for certain
sae:Cary purposes
I chose the month of November
for my visit partly because It is the .
rainiest month of the year. the
month in which the work goes for-
ward at the greatest disadvantage,
and one of the .two months which
the medical department of the
French Canal company found most
unhealthy.
Immediately after anchoring on the
afternoon of Wednesday there was a
violent storm of wind and rain. Front
that time we did not again see the
sun until Saturday mornmg, the rain
continuing almost 'steadily, but vary-
ing from a fine drizzle to a torren-
tial downpour. During that time In
fifteen minutes at Cristobal 1.05
Inches of rain fell; from 1 to 3 a.
m , November 16, 3.2 inches fell; for
the 24 hours ending noon, November
16, 1.68 inches fell, and for the six
days ending noon, November 16.
10.24 inches fell. The Cbagres rose
In flood to a greater height than it
had attained during the last fifteen
years, tearing out the track in one
place. It would have been Impossible
to see the work going on tinder more
unfavorable weather conditions. On
Saturday, November 17, the sun
shone now and then for a few min-
utes, a:tho the day was generally
overcast and there were heavy show-
ers at intervals.
On Thursday morning we landed
at about half past seven and went
slowly over the line of the Panama
railway, "'ding with an expedition
in a tug at the Pacific entrance of
the canal out to the Islands where
the dredging for the canal will cease.
We took our dinner at one of the
eating houses furnished by the com-
mission for the use of the govern-
ment employes-- no warning of our
coming being given. I inspected the
Anton hospital, going thru various
wards both for white patients and
for coloredeetkienta. I inspected por-
tions ofidthe constabulary (Zone po-
lice), examining the men Individual-
ly. I also examined certain of the
schools and saw the school children,
both white and colored. • speaking
with certain of the teachers. In the
afternoon of this day Lwas formally
received in Panama by President
Amador, who, together with the
ernment and all the people of Pana-
ma, treated me with the most con-
siderate courtesy, for which I here-
by extend my most earnest thanks. I
drove thru the streets of Panama for
the purpose of observing what bad
been done. We elept at the Hotel Ti-
voli, at Ancon, which Is on a bie di-
rectly outside of the city of Pana-
ma, but in the Zone,
On Friday morning we left the
hotel at 7 o'clock and spent the en-
tire day going thru the Culebra cut
—the spot In which most work will
have to be done In any event.
I visited many of the different vil-
lages, Inspecting teoroly many dif-
ferent buildings— the local receiving
hospitals, the houses in which the
unmarried white workmen live, those
In which the unmarried colored work
men live: also the quarters of the
white married employee and of the
married colored employes; as well
as the commissary itores, the bath
houses, the water-closeti, the cook
sheds for the colored laborers, and
the government canteens. or hotel's,
at which most of the white employee
take their meals. I wenahre the ma-
chine shops. During the day I talk-
ed with Acores of different men—se-
(Continued on Page Two.),
"Lady's" dressing table.
WARR.NN a WAILRIDF.
PAGE TWO
THE NEED OF A GOOD
BAKING POWDER
One equally suc-
cessful in plain and fancy
baking—such is HI-LO.
What stronger testimony
than it's universal usage in
the principal hotels and
bakeries. Accustom your-
self to the 'double
strength" of HI-LO.
A heaping teaspoonful perfectly
leavens a quart of 'Mau.
Protected in nifbist-proof
tins, and sold at an honest
price--a dime a pound.
At your grocer's.
CONTINEITAL I1JII PCMDER COMPANY
SASINItlf. • • IIIISISSEE
t OtaFORMIlet. tit PIKE f nob
LAWS STAZI 0 eATIONAL
Che Kentucky
ItoTH PHONES dig
KATINIMM ANT" NIGHT.
Saturday, Dec, 22
U.
a% • *The ( 'only. • •
sr. "The Pr -try Hence Hewes."
mad a costal company Including Janice
sty heeter
"Texas Sweethearts''
PANAMA MESSAG
THE PADUCAH EVEN1rver SUN.
E 
!department Akers do in the various
- litotes mad cities. and that Colonel
Waring did in New York when he
caned its streets. The results have,
been astounding. The Isthmus had
been a M word for deadly unhealth-
fulness. Now. after two years of out
occupation the conditions as regards
sickness and the death rate compare
favorabli„ with reasonably healthy lo-
ca.itiles in the United States.
Hompltals sad Their Treatment.
I inspected the large hospitals at
Ancon and Cceon. which are excel-
lent examples of what tropical hos-
pitals should be. I also inspected the
receiving hospitals in various settle-
ments. I went thru a number of the
wards in which the colored men are
treated, a number of those in which
the white men are treated—Ameri-
cansand Spaniards. Both white men
and black men are treated exactly
alike, and their treatment is as -good
as that which could be obtained in
honorably represented the British our first-class hospitals at home.
government on the Isthmus of Pans- Beane shoals* Remarkably Good.
ma and who has a peculiar relation Just at present the health showing
to our work because the bulk of the on the isthintin is remarkably geod
colored laborers come from the Brit- --so much better than in most sec-
leh West Indies. I also saw the Cons of the United States that I do
not believe that it can possibly con-
tinue at quite its present average.
Thus, early in the present year a
band of several hundred Spaniards
were brought to the Isthmus as la-
borers, and additions to their num-
ber have been made from time to
time; yet since their arrival in Feb-
SUBMITTED TODAY
(Coutiaued From Page One.)
,,,tintendents and heads of depart-
'tents, divisions, and bureaus: steam
-hovel men, machinists, conductors,
--ngineers, clerks. wires of the Am-
erican employes, health officers, col-
ored laborers, colored attendants,and
managers of the commissary stores
where food is sold to the colored la-
borers: wives of the colored em-
ployes who are married. In the even-
ing I had an interview with the Mit-
tel] consul. Mr. Mallet, a gentleman
who for many years has well and
Frecch consul, Mr. Oey. a gentleman
of equally long service and honors-
. le record. I saw the Leuienants, the
chief executive and administrative of-
ficers, ender the eng,neering and san
Par) departments. I also saw and
i.ad long talks with two deputations
Ft. Wayne News, May 21. 1906
.“,skist pen in p long time. Curtain
entlis were numerous,'
Dist reit Free, rress, Dec. I. 19'05:
atwd inimensely.••
Sjsriaj scenery. beautiful light
teectis, pleasing sfiecialtiee.
Prices: Matinee, children, 10c,
2:,e. Night prices. 2,c, 3.7.c
awl :tile.
teeids on sale Friday e a. m
Special Holiday Prices
Solid Gold Watch, Eigiti
Movement ........ 1 5.00
30 Year Gold Filled Case,
Elgin Movement  1 8.75
Genuine Rogers Tea Sias ins,
net 75c
Genuine Rogers Knives and
Forks, a bet   —............3  19
Get our prices on solid gold
Lockets.
Solid Gold Rings-Our stock is
complete. lair pricesean't be beat.
EYE SEE JEWELRY AND OPTICAL CO.
J. A. RONETZKA
Jewess me ham
...2 years experience-3 in Paducah
315 Brossdwely
GUTHRIE'S OLD STAND
Remember the place.
IIIWSLRY
that will charm an delight the
judge of fine genie. Hinge, Brooch-
es; 4trna nu. n ta I Canna, amiss,
Araceicts, etc.
-one of machinists and one repre. ?nary last but one of those Spaniards
-enting the railway Lieu of the dirt thus brought over to work on the
!rains-A:Helene to what they had canal has died of disease, and he of
typhoid fever. Two others were kill-to say as to the rate of pay and va-
rious other mattere and going over,
as much in detail se possible, all the
different questions they brought up.
is to some matters I was able to
meet their wishes: as to others, 1
're that what they requested could
not be done consistently with my
duty to the United States govern-
ment at a whole; as to yet others I
reserved judgment. disease. This very remarkable show-
Ing can not of course permanently
-Hgri obtain, but it certainly goes to
At the outset I wish to pay a ti
tee to the amount of work done by !prove that if good care is taken the
ite French Canal company under !Isthmus is not an unhealthy place.
tory difficult circumstances. Many In October, of the 10.000 negroes on
of the buildings they put up were he rol: 86 died from disease; pneu-
excellent and are still in use, thoHmonia being the most destructive
'naturally, the houses are now getting '(U"alle• an't malarial fever coming
out of repair and are being used as second,
dwellings only until other Inageas can 
I Dbalaution of Moigaltoes.
be built, and much de tbe work they 
In Panama an.I Colon the death
did in the Culebra cut, and some of 
irate his also been greatly reduced.
'this being directly dime to the vigor-the work they did in digging hes ous work of the special brigade of
been of direct and real benefit. This 'employes who have keen Inspecting
country has never made a better In- bruises where the stegomyia mosque
tment than the $40.000,000 whi,h or Is to be found and destroying Its
it. paid to the French company for ;larvae and breeding places. and do-
work and bettermenui, including similar work in exterminating
peel/ill)! the Panama rai:tos.1 malarial mosquito- In short. in
An lospection on the ground at the 'nertnrielt" all "ads 
of 
byriamk
Ia-
height of the rainy 
season „vet tolireshorqp. Aor.littgetleoltoviewor inyeemar ago all
convince me of the wisdom de e°11" ,Itwo fatal spectes, were foundgress in refusing to adopt either a I C.orogal, some four miles from IA
high-level or a sea-level canal/ Therel Roes, was formerly One of the most
Ferins, to be a universal agreement , unsanitary places on the Isthmus.
among all people competent tg judge iprobably the most unsanitary. There
tha, the Panama route, the elie ace., was a marsh with a pond in the met-
tle:1y chosen, is much superior to I dle. Doctor Gorges had both the
taw the Ncaragua and Darien marsh and pond drained and the
routes. brush cleared off. so that now, when
I went over the ground. It appearedPreliminary Work. 
like a smooth meadow IntersectedThe wisdom of the canal manage- by drainage ditches. The breedingmeet has been shown in no:hing places and sheltering spots of the
more clearly than in the way in langerous mosquitoes ha4 keen com-
wh.ch the foundations of the work
have been laid. To have yielded to
the natural impatience of ill-Inform-
ed ontsiders and bedsit' all kinds of
experiments in work prior to a thoro
saultatien of the Iithmtis, an. to a
fairly -satisfartory working out of
the problem of getting and keeping
a sufficient labor supply. wotect have
of the preeent year. It then beestrae
necessary to have the type of the
canal decided, and the only delay
has been the necessary delay until
the 29th day of Jullite, the date when
the congress definite/y and wisely
set."ed that we should have an 85-
foot level canal. Immediately after
that the work began in hard earnest
and has been conenued with in-
creasing vigor ever since; and it
will eontinne so to progress in the
ferule. Whet the contracts are let
the conditions will be such as to In-
sure a constantly increasing amount
of performance.
Committal ea n It a I ion.
The first great problem to be solv-
ed, upon the Foliation of which the
interims of the rest of the work de-
pended. was the proteern of manes-
tien. This was front the outset under
the direction of Dr. W. C. Gorges,
who is to be made a full member of
the commission. It must be remeln-
bered that his work 'was not mere
sanitation as the term is understood
In our ordinary municipal work.
Thruout the Zone and In the two cit-
es of Panama and Colon, In addi-
tion to the sanitation work proper
he has had to do all the work that
the Marine Hospital Service does Its
regards the nation, that the health
ed, one in a railroad accident, and
one be a dynamite explosion
Of the 6.000 white Americans, In-
cluding some 1,200 women and chil-
dren. not a single death has occur-
red in the past three months, where-
as In an average city in the United
States the number of deaths for a
similar number of people in that
time Would have been about 311 from
pletely destroyed. The result is that
Corozal 'or the last six months (like
La Boca which formerly also had a
very unsanitary record) • shows one
of the beet sick rates in .the Zone,
having less than 1 per cent, a week
admitted to the hospital
Colon Water Supple.
It was not practicable, with the
force at the commission's diorama).
been clisioserous The various prelim- and In view of the need that the force
!nary measures had to be taken find; should be used in the larger town of
and these could not be taken so as Panama, to begin this work before
to allow us to begin the real work early lam winter. Water mains were
tof construction prior to January 1 hen laid in the town and water was
furnished to the people early In
March from a temporary reservoir.
This reservoir proved to be of in-
oufficlest capacity before the end of
the dry itettecip,and the shortage was
made op thy idetiling water over the
Panama railroad, so that there was
at all times an ample supply of the
very best water. Since that time the
new reservoir hack of Mount Hope
has been practicaU,y completed. I
visited this reservoir. It is a lake
over a mile long and half a mile
broad. It now carries some 500.000,-
060 galloneliof first-class water. I
forward herewith a photograph of
this lake, together with certain other
photographs of what I saw while I
was on the Isthmus. Nothing hut a
cataclysm will hereafter render It
necessary in the dry season to heel
water for the use of Colon and Cris-
tobal.
One of the most amusing (as well
as dishonest) attacks made upon the
commission was in connection with
this reservoir. The writer in ques-
tion usually confined himself to
vague general mendacity; hut in this
case he specifically stated that there
was no water in the vicinity fit for
a reservoir (I drank It, and it was
_oft- ellen°. and that this partYnla.r
reservoir would never hold water'
aayway..Aceonipaeying this message,1
as I have said above, is a photo-
graph of the reservoir as I myself'
saw it and as it has been in exist-1
vnce ever since the article In ques-
Ion was published. With typical Am-
oilcan humor,humor, the engineering corps
still at work at the reservoir have;
christened a large boat which is now
used on the reservoir by the name
of the individual who thus denied
the possibility of the reservoir's ex-
istence.
Colon Pavement*.
I rode thru the streets of Colou,
seeing them at the height of the
rainy season, after two days of al-
most unexampled downpour, whet.
the! were at their very worst. Taken ;
as a whole they were undoubtedly ,
very bad; as bad as Pennsylvania,
avenue in Washington before Grant's,
adminIstratton. Front street is al-
ready in thoroly satisfactory shape,'
however. Some of the side streets are
also in good condition. In others the
change in the strzets Is rapidly going
on. Thru three-fourths of the town
it Is now possible to walk, even dur-
ing the period of tremendous rain.
In low shoes without wetting one's
feet. owing to the rapidity with
which the surface water is carried
away in the ditches. In the remaining
one-fourth of the streets the mud
Is very deep—about as deep as in
the ordinary street of a low-lying
prairie river town of the same size in
the United States during early
spring. All men to whom I spoke
were a unit in saying that the condi-
tions of the Colon streets were 1011
per cent, better than a year ago.
Compleasta Not Well Founded.
The result of the investigation of
this honest complaint was typical of,
what occutred when I investigeted
most of thc other honest complaints
made to me. That is. where the corn- '
plaints were not made wantonly .. or ;
maliciously they almost always!
proved due to failure to appreciate
the fact that time was necessary
the creatlos and completion of thi-
'Mantic work In a tropic wilderness.
It is impossible to avoid some mis-
takes in building a giant canal Dam
jungle-covered monntains and
swamps while at the same time sat-
listing tropic cities and providing -
for the feeding and genera: care of  
from twenty to thirty thousand
%%miters The complaints broue'•
me, either of insufficient prov.s .1.
taring for some of the laborers, !
of failure to finish the pavements ,!!
Colon, or of failure to supply we!'
ar of failure to build wooden si
walks for the use of the larae• -
the rainy season, on investigation,
proved, almost widgeon exception, to
tie due merely tq. the utter idabil
id the I OMMI10.0a to do everythInr
at owe
For instance. it was Imperative
at Pas ammo stiltle.--h ad Sew
eat death rate slcl' there the chatter
of a yellow revels epidemic was
strongest, should be cared for firs!
yet most of the complaints as to the
delay in taking care of Colon were!
due to the !natality or unwillingneeel
to appreciate this simple fact.
Ctithreen.
Care and forethought have been
eeeivised by the commission, and
ant...ling has reflected more credit up-
on them than their refusal either to
go ahead too fast or to be deterred
by the fear of criticism from not
going ahead fast enough. It is curl-
011.1 to note the fact that many of the
most severe critics of the tommission
crittelIvi them for precisely opposite
reasons. some complaining bitterly
dial the work is not in a more ad-
vanced condition, while the others
complain that it has been rushed
with such haste that there has been
insufficient preparation for the by-
eiene and tomfott of the employes.
As a matter of fact neither criticiral
is just. It would have been impossi-
ble to go quicker than the commis-
non has gone, for such' quickness
woold have meant inoutlicient prow,
ration. On the other hand, to refuse
to do anything until every possible
future contingency had been mot
would have caused wholly unwar-
ranted delay. The right course to fol-
low was exactly the course which has
been followed. Every reasonable pre-
paration was made In advance, the
hygienie conditions In especial being
made as nearly perfect as possible;
while on th., other hand there has
been no timid 'refusal to push for-
ward the work beeanse of inability
to anticipate every possible emergen-
cy, for, of conroe, many defects can
only be shown by the working of the
system in actual practice.
In addition to attending to the
health of the employes. It Is of course
necessary to provide for policing the
Zone. Thie Is dame by'llr-Mfice force
which at preant tiumberst over 204
men, under Captain Manton. About
one-fifth of the men are white- and
the others black. In different place;
I questioned mime twenty or thirty
(Continued on page six.)
PILES CURED IN II TO Id DAYS
PAZO OINTMENT is assranteee to care amp
rase al Itching. Blind, lieediog or Protrogiog
Piles is 6 to is dart or mosey reloaded. hoe.
Laxative
Curse &Cold inOne Day. 3 Days •
rCHl
gunmetal, cigarette Case..
for Lathes anWslAt.entlemun. In gold
silver or 
HummEt BRos
Match noses. Clear Vattern, etc. Alll
worts of dainty pieces of silver for sap
s.
•
lor
•
ON every
Dos. 'SU
110NDAT, DECEMBER 17.
Rudy, Phillips
219-223 BROADWAY
SATURDAY NIGHT
December 15
7:30 to 9:30
Unknown Special Sale
We sold in our unknown special
Saturc4,y-dight
$1.75 Grey 10x4 Army Blankets, pair
$2.50 Ladies' Sweaters, all colors, for
$1.00 White Bed Quilts, 10x4 size, for.
7 1-2c Towel Crash, white, per yard
$1.00
$1.00
75c
5c
Rudy, Phillips 4 Co.
219-223 BROADWAY
Splendid Lines of Monogram and Fancy
Stationery and Calling Cards for Christmas
A New Department
WE have just opened a new department, which you must see, as you won'tfind what tee have here anywhere else in Paducah, that is in the com-
p u ese of its showings.
The Christmas boies of fancy stationery are in fancy boxes, cone in holly,
mistletoe and other pretty designs. The paper is the finest bond, the envelopes
the very latest style, and they are also put up in beautiful style. Prices from
50c to 91,75.
Then we will furnish you two quires of paper and envelopes, and die in one
or two letters for any monogram, the beat white linen paper, for only $1.00.
Five quires of the same for only $2.25.
100 Script Calling Cards $1.50.
100 Shaded Old EnglishCalling Cards $3.00,
We also have a big variety of Christmas Souvenir Postals, Christmas Greet-
ing Cards, Holiday Labels for your. bundles and Uhristntati Napkins and other
novelties. You should see this department to appreciate what we have.
THE KENTUCKY
BOTH PHONES 548
Monday Night, Dec. 24
MR. RICHARD MANSFIELD
.. IN ..
"BEAU BRUMMEL"
First curtain at 8:15; last curtain at 11 o'clock. Positively no seats reserved by
telephone. Sale begins on Thursday morning 9 a. m.
Prices:—Entire Orchestra, $2.50; first three rows of balcony, $2.00; next two rows, $1.50,balance of balcony, VW, gallery, 50c.
FREE LIST EN1 IR.ELY SUSPENDED
, INSURANCE--Phone 2,79
.4
4
Ir 1411.
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GRIDIRON JOKES
HIGHLY ENJOYED
Song About Presidents Trip
To Isthmus
Executive Influence Behind Water-
ea) s Legislation Will Aid Pro-
eel Through.
OARFIF:1,1eS C Alt EFUL REPORT
Washington, Dec. 17.— Just about
once each season can the "common
PeePul" meet the presieeet on com-
mon ground and "have fun" with
him without fear of results. This is
at the Gridiron club banquet, and the
newspaper fraternity takes all ad-
vantage of the license. Official Wash-
ington still is laughing at the verse
with which the president was baited
at the dinner of the other evening.
The song was set to the air of "He
Walked Right In, Then Turned
Around, and Walked Hight Out
Again " and the president's recent
trip to Panama was Its excuse. The
then us. ran:
"He sailed right in, and turned
rtreenCe then satiee right home
again;
His trip across the isthmus strip took
bim just hours ten;
He asked his questions on the
And *camely stopped to say good-
bye.
lie sailed right in, then turned
around, and sailed right home
again. '
President Rooitevelt laughed hear-
tily at the song, and app:auded it
vigorously. He didn't seem nearly so
pleased, however, when some menu-
her started the chorus of the song
that caused so much amusement at
the banquet last January and which.
sung to the air of "Everybody Works
but Father," rant
Tillman-Bailey-Chandler;
By them our idol fell;
0 everybody lies but Roosevelt,
They do. :Ike-0, well!"
The exchange of pleasantries be-
tween the president and former Am-
bassador Storer, In which the latter
has been branded with the favorite
epithet of "liar" from the white
house, Is too much in the public eye
to render apparent the humor of
such a versa. The presidential dis-
comfiture however, was enjoyed by
the Inquisitors who had Mr. Roose-
velt on the grill.
Waterways Bill Sure.
"Itncie Joe" Cannon, the tall and
austere Vice-President Fairbanks,
and Representative Burton, chair-
man of the house committee on riv-
ers and harbors, have been frequent
Nisttors at the white house in the
last few days. President Roosevelt
has lent the strong aid of his power,
tut personality to the cause of wa-
terways improvement, as he promis-
ed he would do on the occasion of
his reception ̀ last week to the dele-
gates to the national rivers and har-
bors congress convention. As a result.
the bill to be passed at the present
session undoubtedly will be the larg-
est ever put through, and will be
commensurate with the importance
of the work planned. R Is hoped that
some means will be found to insure
a steady appropriation by the govern-
ment In th- future for waterways de-
velopment. Naturally, no congress
can pleege the action of its successor.
but the necessity existing for suffi-
cient funds to clean up the great
amount of work mapped out by the
government engineer( is so great
that some way may yet be discovered
to insure progress. As the situation
stands, politics virtually has com-
merce by the throat. The question
of an auxiliary system of transporta-
tion ,0,as become of such vital im-
pel/Ince that Niftiness interests all
over the cottetry are &rented. If the
preeeure pow bearing on congress Is
1
SOIA)MON
The Popular Price Tailor.
Prices for Christmas Suits to or-
der:
Suite to order $18.00
Suits to order  20.00
&nits to order  25.00
Pants to order  5.00
Pants to order  8.00
rants to order  7.50
Overcoats to order  20.00
Overcoats 'o order  24.00
Overcoats to order  25.00
All the work is cut right and made
up-to-date. I guarantee the work.
Suits cleaned and pr^ssed.
Phone 1016-a--.01(1-113 South 3rd
Street.
SOLOMON
Old Established Tailor.
Ilia I Mono.
Watt hes.
Paper Weights.
Chain. and
I 'harm 
Isakets
St io k Pine.
Emblem Pee.
Sleeve Hut lulls.
Signet Relive
•
Bat Marks.
\ latch Boye*.
Stamp
Ink Well..
Letter Opets-t..
Xmas
1906 EVERYBODY Xmas1906
Is thinking of buying one or more Christmas Presents, be it for Father, Mother, Husband, Wife, Son, Daughter,
Brother, Sister, Beau or Sweetheart. Look down the list of suggestions. You will find something to interest you.
Come to see us; we will be glad to show you through our store. You will not be urged to buy.
For the Gentlemen For the Children
and Babiestars.
Fountain Pens.
Sinning SoN,
Razor Stroll*,
Cloth Brushy*.
%Bihar) Brush....
Bat Itroa.he...
Whisk Roystons.
Tray..
 ichig
tiger .1111 .4.
Umbrella..
Sim. Mg %limn,.
Set Bing*.
Plano Rings.
Signet It
Pill Sets.
liracelet
Locket...
I 'mob, Brush and elirror see
knife, Fork. Spoon Sal.
Miry %imam.
Rib lioltlyr..
Silver Cups.
\uaIakIt, thugs.
All Articles Engraved Free
by an Artist Who Knows
For the Ladies
Dia ))))) nol ill lags.
ill I Brooches.
Watch....
'harms.
Lockets.
Broach 1.
St iek
eek 'hallos.
itraielecs.
ROI
%Ian ieta re Set...
Fist PM..
Thill111/11+4.
Shirt u sii.t Set..
Ring.
Sisn..I fling.
1. '11,1
sther
"Iirrnrs.
Jewel Itoxes.
'ul
fiend Painted Chine
Het leader..
VIM flow...
1'01 11(11%.
Back (Nagai".
 115.
arr.,
t'tuuu.'nir Spoons
Pills rrvi
Itim•ra
I • onbrelloo..
('tasks
statuette..
We are offering the best products of the most reliable manufacturers which is an assurance of high quality and
honest worth in every article. Something appropriate for every person. Our price marks have but one meaning
and that is HONEST VALUES. Bear in mind that purchases from our stock give satisfaction Christmas morning.
J. L. WANNER, JEWELER
311 BROADWAY
maintained, there is little doubt that I  
appropriatices In the future will be',
generohs.
Garfieltes Report.
The annual report qf Jas. Rudolph
Garfield. commissioner corporations
and member of the presidenes{
"kitchen cabinet," has aroused more
interest than Is generally stirred 11P,
by a departmental document. It is a
clear, concise statement, and its es-
Pedal Interest lies In the fact that it
contains the same tone of caution
that marked the president's messag,
The plan of licensing big corpora-
tions, as advocated by Mr. Garfield,
also has as Its advocate President
Roosevelt, and both urge it ,on the
same grounds, namely that come
system must be devised to bring to
a close the storm of unthinking and ,4
unfair criticism levelled at all corpo-
rations because of the illegal acts
of a few. In summing up his report
on the licensing plan. Mr Garfield
says:
"Such a law will afford a means
for gaining accurate information, so
that the people of our country may
form an inteeigent opinion of indus-
trial conditions, and not be driven
to extreme and unwise action by the
clamor of those who assail all, great
corporate interests because some
bate-done Li."
The enactment of such a corpora-
tion law in the opinion of the admin-
istration, would also have a tenden-
cy to put to an end the passage of
much state legislation that directly
endangers the commercial prosperity
of the country.
St Helped Some. '
Senator Beveridge, during a tilt
with Senator Piles over the child la-
bor bill this week, stirred the sen-
ate Into the semblance of a chuckle.
Senator Piles took exception to the
sweeping character of Senator Bev-
eridge's bill, and announced that he
would offer an amendment to It la-
ter. In yoking his objection. hi said
that under the terms of the measure
he would not be peemeetted to employ
his own son In hirlaw office if the
boy were under 14 years of age.
"Would you put a son of yours,
under 14 years of age, at work
your office!" interrupted the Indiana
senatot, quickly.
"I went into my father's office."
*aid Senator Piles with dignity, "at
the age of 13."
"Did It help?" queried Mr. Bever-
idge. caustically.
"It did. I'm bore."
Mr. Beveridge sat down
Gold Fish.
We hart* just received a fresh Meek
of Gold Fish—Fantail-a and Globes.
C. L. DRUASON & CO. night.
529 Broadway. I
A monogram in one r•r two letters
In any color of ink, and two quires
of paper for only a dollar, a special
tor Christmas, at The Sun oleos.
SEE HERE YOU, GET BUSY!
Don' i put off buying your Christmas presents until the few days just
before Christmas. RIGHT NOW we are showing tun stocks and
RIGHT NOW is the time to make your selections. Come quick and
get your choice of the bargains we are showing in Books, Bibles, Dolls,
Chinaware, Albums and Christmas novelties.
D. E. WILSON, The Book and Music Man
At Harbour's Department Store
GOOD SLEEP
HAD HT MEN BURIED UNDER
SIXTY FEET OF DEBRIS.
teem Ali Under Broken Car
and Is Fed Through Pipe
From Above.
Bakersfield, Cal., Dec. 17.—"I had
a good sleep last night," was the mes
sage L. 11. Hicks sent up through an
Iron tube, frem the bottom of a
Mine today. He has been buried for
13 days under GO feet of earth, rock
and timbers, but Jeclarea he is com-
fortable. Every three hours he gets
food through the long pipe.
According to his own story, sent
up through the tube be is lying on
his side stretched out beside a car
and almost under the wheels.
One side of his face is close to
the ground and the pipe, following
the rail passes directly to him. The
pipe was perforated before It was
sunk into the mine and through the
perforation the entombed man gets
his food.
The driving of the pipe through
GO feet of earth was difficult. It was
supplied with a steel point and forc-
ed downward just beneath the flange
of a track on which Hicks had been
making signals.
A large force of men is working
to reach the imprisoned miner. To-
day they had 40 feet vet to go. It is
hoped to rescue him by Tuesday
Mrs. Ansen's Buckwheat flour glees
buckwheat flavor. Ask for Mrs. Atm-
tin's Buckwheat flour.
••/.
CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located at
()dauber's Stable.
We are ready for all kinds of hauling.
TELEPHONE 499
What Is Whisky?
Lexington. Dec. 17.— Impertat
and far-reaching, affecting the bus.
ness of distillere, rectifiers, Wend -
ens and retail dealers of spirituous
liquirs, as well as the manufacturers
of food products throughout the en-
tire union, will be the effect of the
recommendations practically agreed
upon by the United States foods
standard commission, which conclud-
ed its session in this city Saturday.
According to the idea of the commis-
sion pure whisky, which has no for-
eign ingredients, will be called
"Whisky." If two brands of pure
whisky will be designated as "Com-
pound Whisky.- Whisky containing
neutral spirits of any- kind will be
labeled "Imitation Whisky." Anoth-
er point In this connection upon
which the commission agreed is in
regard to the "ageing" process. If
any coloring or foreign substance Is
put into the product to "age" it, the
label must so state.
Banks Win Fight,
Frankfort, Ky., Dec, 17.--The
Court of appeals. by equally divided
court, affirmed the Clark circuit court
In Hager, auditor, ye Citizens' Na-
timel bank, known as the bank tax
eases. The effort or the decision is
that the banks IITO exempt from the
new law for the present year. They
Pay Under the 014 law. The act did
Beautiful P re s e n st
Given Away
On Christmas Day
We will give away'
1 Exquiltely Dressed French
Bisque Doll  $7.50
1 Handsomely Dressed French
Bisque Doll  2.60
1 Pearl Handle Gold Pen .... 2.00
1 Juvcalle Book for boy or girl. 1.50
1 Book. (to be selected)  .60
(and five other attractive presents.)
With every cash sale of 25c or
over, yoti get a numbered cash reg-
ister ticket. These tickets count in
our distribution of prizes. Make your
Purchases early and savs your tick.
eta.
The above presents are now on
display In ear show window.
D. E. WILSON
Book and Music Man
At Harbour's Dept. Store.
-,•_ _ • - ---•
not become a law until June. and ac-
cording to its provisions, the amass-
ment Is made in April of each year.
hence the law was not in force the
present year at the time It waa *ought
to make assessment. No opt n lab was
written.
CHRISTMAS PRESENTS
Of Worth Of Style
Of Beauty
•
We Lave secured the Nimple Line of the
eelebratel firm of Jerks Luoibord & Co.,
makers of the finest Toilet Sets in the
itprld. We can give our customers the
benefit of wholesale prices. It will pay you
to inspect before buying elsewhere.
McPHERSON'S DRUG STORE
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE
Real Estate Agency.
FREE REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST
IFraternity Building, Both Phones 835
SHOULD you have the misfortune zi have to buyanything in this line, we are closinI out the en-
tire line of the Paducah Undertaking Company at
cost. This means your bill cut half in two. Em-
balming and regular service rendered day or night.
S. P. POOL
208 South 'Third Street. Both Phones+ 110
'
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CIRC1 1. tTION STATEMENT.
Notember-1900.
I  3933 16 8926
2  4or,9 17. . 3939,
3 "936 19 3892
5  4rlii6 20 3876
6 ^920 21 3864
7  39'13 22  3872
8 3080 23 3888
9 4009 24 3897
10 3947 26 3889
12 3958 27 3886
13 4023 28 3,193
14  2975 29 3901
15 3968 30 3908
TOTAL  102,888
Average for November, 1906 ..3957
Average for November, ISt./5 ..3719
Increase  238
Personaiiy appeared before me,
this, Dee. 1. 1906, F.1. J: Paxton, gen-
eral manager of The Sun, who af-
firms that the above statement of
the circulation of The- Sun for the
month of Nov., 1906, is true to the
best of his knowledge and belief.
PETER PURIEell, Notary Public.
My commiesion expires January
'22. le- •
Daily Thought.
"Do what yeti eon else to be your
Mu). and leave otihers to do the
same.'
THE PANAMA 36E4EIBAGE.
One of the most interesting Public
documents published in a long time
Is President Rooseveles special mes-
sage to congress on the Panama canal,
was received today. %hotly
,-,plitnistic, bathed In the glory of do-
rig, the preeldent's words picture to
us graphically the "big ditch" as he
saw it He even dissipate? our ap-
prehension that we had been cheited
out of $40.090.000 by the French
company. Preeldent Roosevelt says!
"Tho country never made a better in-
vestment." The trip was worth
whet., just for that blessed assurance
tmour national commercial pride. The
'president saw everything term a run
by the Colon fire department, wh.ch
like everything else while he was
there broke the record, to the hard-
eat rain the isthmus had experienced
within memory. Ho examined closely
all the flora and fauna indigenous to
Culebra cut. inc:oding the French
*tem shovels and the stegomyia mos-
queers. It was a clever bit of sar-
casm, that reference to the condition
of Colon's streets-every had; as had
as Pennsylvania avenue before Grant's
administration." Again- 'mud Is
very deep; about as deep as in the
ordinary street of a low lying prairie
iver town of the same size in the
[tilted States."
We were fearful feet the president
shonel give way to his plignaciont
mood and get back at some of the
canal ethics, and our worst fears
were real,zed when, with reference
to the reservoir, which a well known
mutter) welter weld couldn't hold
water. and had no good water to hold
If it could, the president spoke glee-
fully of onJot ing a refreshing draught
draft) teem its depth, and reading
the name of the writer on the hews
-f a boat neerred to the bank of the
reservoir. This detracts from the
inessage more than we would like to
--ay. It was undignified for the Pres-
ident to notice the yellow journalists.
The country has confidence in the
president and pride in the canal. We
410 not expect ideal enoditions to exist
there, wheee eeettict men are digging
dirt out of an immense, trench In a
swampy, wipe. retuntry. Evidently
everything is 'being done that 'an be
done to make the best of conditions.
and we are satisfied. The presidential
Message would have lost nothing In
vigor of style and been none the teem
convincing, while it would have gain-
ed Immeasurably In statesmanlike
dignity, If the allusions to the human
etegomyia of the press had been
omitted.
One recommend-ation of import-
since Is made and has been mentioned
before, the president is in favor of
eeduoing the directing force from
seven to one head, for the mike of
discipline and dispatch.
To be more specific as to what "af-
' .tornoon paper" published an exclusive
report of the "charges that the meet-
ing Of the 'frontier committee' at
and Trimble street" Friday
t brought out " we will add that
the "afternoon paper." which
has taken a distinct stand 'for moral-
tu the present crisis. The other
pater is correct, however, in etc
statement that "when the editor was
called on for an explanation.' -he
gladly placed at Chief Caging' dhe-
posal all the information in his °Mee,
ewe Chief Collins said he wished to
investigate the story and learn what
polpemare if any, had been so dere-
lict in his duty. The Sun publiabed
an exclusive story on eaturday about
Chief Collins instituting the invest-4e-
getion. So the readers of the tJther
paper not only mewed an intereeting
account of the gdI'VntUrESS of "Fron-
tier committeemen," but were twelve
hours late in getting the news that
Chief Collins had instituted an in-
vestigation, The Sun ocunmends the
alacrity with which Chief Coliins
acted In the matter and the pride he
takes in the good name of his force,
and Is pleased as -much as is Chief
Collins by the fact that no proof to
sustain the accusation was forthcom-
ing. The Sun has no fight against
the Paducah police, individually not
collectively. The Sun is a newspaper
first. last anti all the time and it Pub-
lished a report of the meeting of the
frontier committee" simply as news.
That very day the men who told the
story in the presence of The Sun re-
porter repeated it before the grand
Jury. That The Sun was the only
paper that published the report of
the meeting is due to the fact, that
The Sun Is the moat aggressive new.
gathering institution in western Ken-
tucky, and is the only ealser that bate
a reporter at the meeting. Just a
word in conclusion: It is extremely
had form when you get beat on a
story to call attention to the fact by
"roasting" individual members of
the staff of your more energetic rival.
States Rights vs. National Integrity
would not be misleading as the stele
of the controversy- now on between
the San Francisco school board and
the national administration. We have
entered Into an agreement with Japan
by which on our part we guaranty to
the Jape every privilege accorded
aliens from any country Now the
school board of San Francisco pro-
hibits the children of Japan attend-
ing schools to which English and
German children are welcome. The
school trustees Insert that the enited
States government cannot enter into
treaty arrangements with ans °the
nation which controverts their right
to run their own schools to suit them-
selves. The president insists that the
federal government, ha•Ing the treaty
potter. has the airthority to make that
t eaty effective. It is a nice question:
'May a school board or a country jus-
t fee of the peace abrogate a treaty and
precipitiste war between the United
States and a foreign nation, or pre-
went the ratifleatem of peace terms`
The law promises to remain a bril-
liant profession with all the ecnstitn-
tIonal probienis yet to be solved.
We have only one admonition for
the hoard of tax book supervisors: To
look to the property, not the owner.
Do not let sour preference for one
person induce you to relieve him of
a burden, which in that case must
necescarey be borne by another. Do
not let yonr prejudice induce you to
impose on any particular class. Equal-
ize the valuation ast a basis, and do It
Intelligente.. Last of all, remember
when aasessa.tig property In the resi-
dence section not to undervalue one
man's property because he lets the
Improvements run doen. and over
&settee anothees property because he
takes pride in keeping it up. They
might bring the same price On tese
market, and to so discriminate would
he to put a premium on Cloth and a
penalty on thrift.
There is only one el le to a ques-
tion Involving a purely moral *elle,
and that is the moral eide. The mis-
take too often is made of descending
from the ttragetic position on the
merle issue to debate a matter of
mere ex ped lens. y.
IRISH HOSE RULE.
The house of lords is now battling
with the commons over the educa-
eon bee The peers have made It al-
most imperative that the Liberal
government must either drop the
edneatIon bel or resign. But this
clash is only preliminary to the One
that is imminent on the home rule
lemur. The latter may bring about
grave constitutional changes. But
not even the radicals predict that
British sentiment will permit the ah-
olltion, at a single stroke, of the
house of lords.
It is more probable that both
chambers will come to an nnderstaill
ing that establishes the referendum
as a British institution. In any event,
the prospects of suet-ties for an Irish
home rule measure were never bet-
ter. The dial of human progress
moves slowly, but it Is gradually
pointing to autonomy for, the Irish
people -Chicago Journal.
Here's Trial Divorce.
New York, DPI`, eoritesi
Rider Kelsey. the soprano concert
singer, and her husband have separat-
ed for a "trial" divorce. They have
parted with the mutual agreemeet
that after a year of separation they
are to compere notes, and if they that
each would be happier away from the
other, they will ask the courts for a
legal separation. If they find that
they were happier when living as man
and wife, they: will resume their mar-
ried life.
Mrs. Kelsey was horn in Rockford,
and was a bookkeeper in a tem-
eery store when she discovered she
had at vole*, e el/jerking to pay her
own way, shrweet to Oberlin college.
It was then that she nee Mr. )(else.,
In 1895.
SUBSCHIBK COB THE SLIM.
PEOPLE SUFFERING
FOR WANT OF FUEL
Whole Northwest Feels Et-
feet ot Shortage
Blame Laid on Railroads Which Do
N4r1. MIMI` (.001 Fla-  Mines
to Towns.
TEMPERtTURE TAKES A DROP
COLD AND CLEAR.
Fargo, N. D., Dec. 17.- The
froopernture took a sudden fall
last Cliche It Is 15 below rero
this morning. The weather i*
bright MO clear with no wind
to drift snow. All train. ..re run-
ning.
Minneapolis, Dec. 17.-The north-
west today faces the most serious
foe: famine since 191)3 when several
deaths occurred and when scores of
farmers abandoned their claims. The
extreme hardships to be endured by
thousands in the present famine has
retely just begun and still it is possi-
ble to avert it If the railroads will
furnish motive power to move cars
on the different roads, Unless relief
is afforded before the end of the
week one-half the northwest will be
freezing.
Situation in Idaho,
Buse, Idaho. Dec. 17 - For the
second season In succession southern
Idaho is suffering from a coal short-
age which for the past six weeks has
amounted to a fuel famine. Mine
owners lay the blame on Oregon
Short Line railroad, the only rail-
road in southern Idaho. While much
distress le reported there Is little
actual suffering.
HIATUS
OF ONE DAY MAV OPERATE AS
IMMUNITV BATH.
Standani Oil tttieneys .tpe
parent Loophole In New
Itate 1.aw,
Washington, D. ('., Dec. 17.- A
previttIon bearing ail the ear marks
of a "Jolter- Mtn bees discovered in
the new railroad -rate Paw. It Is b•
leg taisen advantage of by the Stand-
ard Oil trtiet the suit brought
against it by the government in
Cage.
The section in question is No. 10.
and reads: "That se laws and Pert%
of laws in conflict with the Provisions
of tiles act are hereby repealed; but
the amendments shall not affect
canes now pendIng in courts of the
United Stale*. The rate law was
peeved on July 29. The department
was not ready to put it into effect.
and on the bellowing day a joint res.
()lotion was passed providing that the
act of the preceding day dhould not
go into effect until Aug. 28.
It Is now claimed by the oll trust
teat during this hiatus of one day the
old FIlkins law ewe rePeakd and- that
all the offenses committed under it
that tied not reached the *age of
"eases now pending in courts" were
wiped out.
If the "joker" is Interpreted- accord
inc to the contention of the contusel
for the Standard Oil company, the
indictments against the trust will be
di ahead and the whole structure on
which the government _has built Ste
Cage against other trusts and certain
big railroalle for violation of the El-,
kit* act and the interstate act will
topple to the ground. Unless the court
elates a liberal constructien on tte
section It operetta as a monster
Immenity bath.
KISS INFECTION IS SERIOUS
Professor E. W. Beitila Develops Crit-
ical Case of Diphtheria.
Cleveland, Dec. 17 - Professor E
W Bemis has an unusually severe
ratio of diphtheria. He did not sleep
at all last night, which may' have
been due in part to the large doses
of anti-toxin than have been given
him, the doctor says. No complies-
lions have been noted. The family is
anxious only because of Professor
Bemis' age and the severe type of his
diacate.
"He is still critically Ill and I ex-
pect he will be so for a day or two,"
said his sister-in-law today.
Lloyd Bemis. the professnes 7-
year-old son, from whom the father
was infected by a kiss, is now nearly
well.
Frank Miller's Funeral.
The funeral of Prank J. Miller, thc
well known barber who died Saturday
morning at Riverside hospital of
nonsumpetan, was held at Guy Nance
& Son's undertaking parlors this af-
ternoon a4 2 o'ekark. The burial WAS
in Oak Grove cemetery.
Miller wan 38 soars old and was
horn !in Hickman, Ky. Ito Came 141
Pti4ilea4h‘ Dl years ago and WWW One Of
the best and most popular barbers to
the ally. He leaves two Mittens. Mrs
Joe* Bryan, of Memphis. and Mrs.
Wesintencland. of Mayfield.
They bate attended the fuatiral
relPel.tr toG1411,01101
di
Teems Sweethearts.
Alan VillaIr and Pearl, Lewis in
"Texas Sweethearts" are coming to
The Kentucky Saturday matinee and
night.
The supporting company is said to
be good and is headed by James Syl-
vester in the !idle of ;he villain. New
specialties and handsome scenery are
also promised,
likhard Mansfield.
The appearance of Richard Mans-
field at the Kentncky theater on
Monday night of next week, is to be
an event of exceptional quality, for
the reason that this artist is alto-
gether an exceptional personage in
centemporary dramatic art. Mans-
ti -id," said a critic writing (if his
..e.ibrated Beau Brnmmel on the oc-
casion of his performance of the role
in New York recent:), "Mansfield is
exceptional in temperament, excep-
tional in voice, exceptional In the
fineness, fitness, and finish of his
work, and exceptional in purely per-
sonal traits. In fact, he is exceptional
among the other stars of the drama,
because of them all he is the real
artist. No other actor than he could
have kept alive "Bean Brammel."
that embodiment of egotism, gone
mad, now 15 years younger. but still
fresh with the perennial freshness of
consummate art. "Yet. 'Beau Brum-
aire was the play with which Mr.
Mansfield opened his season last
night. Old as It is. It Is the only play
that has seemed to harmonize with
the eleveece and perfection of the
theater since the actor's last en-
gagement on Its stage more than a
year ago." Mr. Mansfield is to pro-
duce "Beau Brummel" on his forth-
coming appearance. It Is said that he
does this In deference to an Insistent
demand which has reached Alm re-
peatedly for several years. The role
is his master piece and he loves to
act it. The character is perfect in
outline and finish, rich in its con-
trast of traits that are at once artifi-
cial and sincere, strong in comedy
pictures of luxury and misery; regal,
almost, in sublime insolence.
Black Patti Not Dead.
Voelckel and Nolan, managers of
the Black Patti Troubadours, hava
been greatly bothered by the reports
that the Black Patti had died some
days ago, and they wish to contra-
dict he rumor most emphatically,
as their staeliadame Mistretta Jones,
the original Black Patti. was never
In better health than she is at pres-
ent. The stories grew out of the
death of a well-known colored sing-
er In Philadelphia. who was some-
time called "The 'Mick Patti"
Black Pate Troubadours, will ap-
pear at The Kentucky April 9
Price to See Wife,
Chicago, Dec. 17.- Just 6535.50
is the price E. H. Sothern must pay
In order to see his wife, Virginia
Harned the actress, three hours ear-
:ler than he would otherwise and
prevent her from losing a night's
rest. That amount will be paid for a
special train from Cleveland to Chi-
cago.
Sothern and Marlowe are playing
In Chicago. Miss Horned, star th
"The Love Letter." is playing this
week in Cleveland. Sothern Is to
leave for England soon, and In order
that his wife might spend a week
with him before hid departure, the
Shubert's, who manage both his tour
and Miss Harned's were induced to
cancel Miss Harnede 5w4k prior to
her Cincinnati engagethent.
Early Friday Manager Leon Fried-
man, of "The love Letter." in Cin-
cinnati, making arrangements for
Miss Harneres appearance at the
Lyric following David Warfield, was
called tip by long distance telephone.
Miss Harned was at the Cleveland
end of the line.
"Make arrangements for a special
train to carry me to Chicago," she
said. "the train to reeve Cleveland
at 11:30 o'clock, right after the per-
formance Saturday night. I'm going
to spend the week with Mr. Sothern."
Within an hour C. L. Horton. man-
ager of the theatrical and excursion
department, Of the New York Central
lines, and Friedman had signed con-
tracts for the special. It will consist
of a fast engine, baggage car and
one Pullman. and faster time will
be made than by the Twentieth Cen-
tury Limited, the train Miss Harned
first proposed taking.
The 357 miles from Cleveland to
Chicago will he made in six hours,
says Horton. Miss flamed will be
accompanied by her secretary and a
maid,
PRESIDENT DECLINES RIG RUNT.
Action Leads to Gossip as to Possible
Estee Session'.
Neagh Inehon, Dec. 1, Wil
Ham F. Cody ("Buffalo Bill"I. who Is
in Witshingerin In the intereet of irri-
gation in Wyoming, was one of Presi-
dent Ronsevelee callers todas. The
famous scout sought to intereet the
president in a "big hunt" in the Rock-
ies next fall, erecting forth alluring
inducements of the sport in pnospeot.
President Roosevelt, however. said he
couldn't think of it, tape s'00"014 have
too many things on hits kends at that
time. That the preedent should so
long In advance peremptorily ctecItine
a hunting trip in the normally dull
off-yea season led, gem pent to won-
der if an extra session Of the nest can give you.
congress is being pondlired by tee ex- DR. PROAGE,
810111111. I 'Phbae 140i.
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River Stages.
Cairo  25.6
Chattanooga  5.1
Cincinnati  31.3
Evausville  2.5.4
Florence  4.5
Johnsonville  9.0
 10.7
Mt. Carmel  13.9
Nashville  14.21 4.7
Pittsburg  10-.-8 2.6
Davis Island Dam-Missing,
St. Louis  8.0 0.8
Mt. Vernon  24.41 6.6
Paducah ,  21.1 -5.0
3.9
3.a
6.8
1.6
2.8
3. ft
rise
fall
rise
rise
rise
rise
riee
rise
rise
rise
fall
vire
rise
This Monday mocaing is !similar to
:he Monday morning in November
a'hen the !river had taken such a rise
In 48 hours. The rise in the river
here in the last 48 hears was 5 feet.
the stage at 21.1. Rainfall since Sat-
urday was 1.1a inches. Last Decem-
ber the river was at a good stage all
through the month reachleg a stage
of 25 feet.
The wharfboat gangplanks were
nearly In the river this morning from
the sharp rise and a big pile of lum-
ber at the water's edge. The Padu-
cah ice company's engine was out in
the river aud other freight on the
wharf must be moved. At the ways
and dry docks the weather had not
affected operations greatly.
ileveral of the packets that should
have come in Saturday night er Sun-
day morning, arrived this morning.
The City of Saltier) came In at e
oesiock from the Tennessee river with
a big trip. Several thousand sacks
of peanuts were one item. The larg-
er part of the freight was consigned
to St. Louis. The Saltiest :eft this
morning for that point.
Captain Marian Ryan, formerly
captain on the Morning Star, running
between Louisville and Evansville,
has gone for the new steamer S. 8.
Brown in the Memphis and Vicksburg
trade.
The Bettie Owen brought over sev-
eral hundred sacks of corn today.
Late but with a good trip, the Joe
Fowler arrived shortly after 8 o'clock
this morning frcan Evansville and
left at noon for the same point.
The City of Memphis is due to-
night, but need not be expected from
the Tennessee river until some time
tomorrow,
Th Chattanooge is overdue frtim
Chattanooga, Tenn., and is expected
to arrive today or tonight. As it re-
quire's ton days or more to make the
trip one way in the Chattanooga-
Cairo trade, this a4eamer will not be
seen here often.
George Detroit. second clerk no
the Stacker Lee, and well known
here, was married in St. Louts last
Friday.
The City of Savannah probably
will come out of the Tennessee river
Wednesday on the reeler' trip to St.
Louis,
There Is much confusion over the
new schedule of the Buttorff and to
clarify the tangle somewhat it will be
noted again. The Rettorff will leave
Thursday-0 for Clarksville and Satur-
days for Nashville.
The Dick Fowler caught four be-
lated passengers on the run while
',tieing out for Cairo this morning
and even with this delay. managed
to get away on time.
Serum for Spinal Meningitis.
New York, Dec. 17.- A cable die:.
patch from Berne, Switzerland, pub-
lished here today says that Dr. Kolfe,
bacteriologist at Berne University,
thinks he has discovered a serum that
cures eerebro spinal meningitis.
YOU DON'Ts1401fIE TO Will t
Every dew make s you feel better. Lae-Poe
bee?, your whole (asides rtght. Sold as the
utosey•back plea everywhere Price be tuts.
"Not a truth to art or science has
been given,
But brows have ached for it, and
souls toiled and atrIven.
And many have striven, and many
have failed,
And many died, slain by the truth
they assailed."
The Osteopathic science has been
assailed as vigorously as ever any
new truth that has been -offered the
world, butetoday it is rapidly coming
into its own, as the people become
better acqrainted with it-know it.
Osteopathy is an evolution of the
science of treating disease. It went
back tO the first principles in nature
for its foundation, and by taking a
step backward it has made a great
stride forward.
It is mere:y a common sense
treatment; a method of manipula-
tion to restore the normal conditions
of nerve control and blood supply to
every organ of the body by removing
the physical obstruction, or stimu-
lating, or preventing functional ac-
tivities, as the condition may re-
quire.
The success I have had In Patin-
cab In- treating rheumatism, neural-
gia, nervousness, malaria conditions,
such as the tired-out, run-down feel-
ing, sick, heavy headaches, and
stomach disorders ate but a repeti-
tion of the successes of the science
everywhere.
Come to see Ineeat any time, and
let me tell you of Paduca4 people
you know well who will vouch to
benefits received from the treatment.
That's the best recommendation I
r. Broativeay.,
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NEWS NOTES FROM SUNDAY PAPERS
-Frank Drake and John Woodruff,
further convicts in the state peulten-
eery, returned to their homes, near
:Hopkins-elle, and it was then learned
for the first time that they had been
'ardente! last Tuesday by (Jov. Beck
ham. The men were convicted of the
Bleeder of a guard at a coal mine dur-
ing the strike in 194)1.
The court of appeals held, in a de-
cision by a divided codrt, that the
revenue act of 1906, so far as it ap-
plies to national banks, is not effec-
tive this sear, and banks cannot be
required se pay taxes on government
bonds held at this time. The decision
affects every national bank in Ken-
tucky.
The traction companies and city au-
there** of Chat:ago have reached an
agreement on the price to be paid for
the street car lines, and complete
municipal ownership is now in order
Completely equipped for service.
the new battleship Connecticut left
the New York navy yard for the first
time yesterday, bound for Hampton
roads to jein the Atlantic fleet.
The fuel famine in the northwest
is assuming serious proportions, and
the president is asked, through Sena-
tor MeCumber, of North Dakota, to
intervene.
Indictments were returned against
four members of a swell club in In-
dianapolis, charging them with oper-
ating a gambling room and selling
whisky. •
Two officials of the Oakley convict
farm in Miss,sailipt were badly wound
ed as a result of a desperate effort on
the part of the negro convicts to es-
cape.
King Heakon, Queen Maud ane
Crowtt Prince Olaf, of Norway, et
rived at Potedam and were warmly
welcomes! by, Emperor William,
Counsel for Harry K. Thaw has
made aPPleation for an order to show
cause why -his client should not be
tried at once or the indictment dis-
missed.
The Spanish chamber of deputies
has ratified the convention for Mo-
roccan reforms adopted at the Alge-
ciras conference last April.
There is some improvement in the
condition of Kind Oscar, of Sweden.
The condition of the shah of Persia
shows little change. ...-
Cigar and tobacco manufacturerse'
have been notified that their annual
inventories must be made by January
20 at 'the latest.
°batman Shonts has announced
that foreign contractors are to be bar-
red from bidding for the completion
of the Panama canal.
Four of the train crew of the "Can-
non Ball" express on the Texas and
Pacific railroad were killed in a head- '
on collision.
It was announced by Secretary Taft
that intervention in Cuba by the
United States has cost about $2,000,-
0011.
Commissioner Yerkes has (+hanged
his ruling with regard to denatured
alcohol to circumvent the action of
the trust.
Count Isamederf, former Russian
minister of foreign affairs, is seri-
ously III with heart disease,
In a fight at a dance in Henry
county Buck Irvine and a man named
Sutherland were fatally shot.
Six men were torn into shreds by
a dynamite explosion near Newport,
Tenn.
The German elections for the new
Reichstag will be held January 25.
John Speer, a veteran western edi-
tor, is dead in Denver.
FRISCO'S BRIJ/a,' BAND Ol'HTlalt.
Supervisors Pass Ordiaanere to Coe.
trol Refugee Camps Clottages.
San Francisco, Dec. 17.-Purstiant
to an ordinance passed yesterday by
the board of supervisors making it un-
lawful for the relief corporation to
collect !rentals from refugees occupy-
ing cottages In public parks, the
(-Me( of police has detailed twg oft.-
core to eadh of the relief agape to
see that the ordinance is not vitiated.
The relief corporation has been col-
ieotlug from $4 to $6 a month from
the refugees occupying the cottages
built from the relief fund. As the
policing and sanitation of the relief
camps bee been in charge of the relief
corporation, the enforcement of the
ordinance will practically amount to
tektite the management of the tames
and 4,741 cottages out of the bends
of the relief corporatioo.
Dewey- for More Beats,
Washington, Dec. 17.-Admiral
Dewey believes that the authoriza-
tion by congress of at least three
large battle ships a year is essential
for keeping the American navy In a
state of efficiency, and that the policy
of one battle ship a year now being
urged by a certain element would be
a positive retrograde movement. The
naval hero of the Spanish-American
war, who is recognized as the great-
est practical authority In the coun-
try on sea power today, gave his rea-
sons for advocating a steady increase
of the 'battle ship strength of our
fleet. He was asked If the policy
suggested by soma persons of only
providing one battle ship during an
entire congress would result in an
actual increase in the navy, or in a
virtual decrease in fighting strength.
Private Pension Bills.
The house Saturday passed 349
private pension bills in the space of
One hour's time. An urgent deficien-
cy appropriation bill, carrying $581,-
600, was passed without opposition.
The main feature of the emergeney
measure appropriation is for $250,-
006 to enforce the pure food law and
$150.000 for travel pay for officers
of the army, owing to the occupation
of Cuba by American troops.
EARLY TO RED
And early to rise makes one healthy.
happy and wise-especially if you wife
HerbIne before retiring. A positive
cure for Constipation. Dyspepsia sad
all liver complaints. Mrs. Colum-
bia. Tenn.. writes: "1 always keep a
supply of your Herblne on hand. Ant
so pleased with the relief It gives In
coutrittpat Ion and all fleet eOntplitinta
that worth' can't express my appreeitt-
that.
Bold by all druggists.
Wreathes.
We have Holly Wreathes, Ever-
green Wreathes, Iramortelle Wreathes
end metal wreathe*.
C. L. BRUNSON & CO.
529 Broadway
Mrs, Austin's famous Bucks-heat
makes the finest buckwheat cakes.
Ready in a moment.
-Five hundred score cards for
Sale at The Sun office-twenty-five
cents each.
1
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We Shall Be
Open at Night Until
Christmas
Beginning tonight we shall
be open at night. Come in
and see the great array of gifts
for men. The New Store's first
Christmas will be a memorable
one. Everything new, every-
thing in the best taste, it offers
the best answers to the gift-
giving question.
See our beautiful display of
Men's Neckwear, especially to-
night, we have some very ex-
clusive things at 50c.
•
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MONDAY, eCENIIIER 17.
Fine Furs Fur Coats
The Most Sensible Gift
Rudy, Phillips 4 co.
We have 'placed on sale
our new line of Furs,
bought specially to meet
the demand for holiday
gifts.
Fur Sets
t LOCall LINES.
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
-Dr. Gilbert. Osteopath, 400 1-2
Broadway. Phone 196.
--Mrs. Minnie Christian, of 430
North Fourth street, shot at a negro
burglar Saturday night but the ne-
gro eecaped. She heard him trying
to get in through a window. The ad-
joining house is. but a few feet from
hers, and she shot down the narrow
pasesee way from a window.
-When you oraer a rig from us
you are talking to one of the pro-
prietors or capable eaerks foot a
driver or hostler) who writes, files
and fills the order at appointed
time. Palmer Transfer Co.
--A tett of logs sag attached Sat-
urday by Baker-Eccles company. a
Paducah wholesale firm in Justice C.
W. Etneryet court for a debt of $65.
The raft belongs to H. B. Moore. of
Tennessee, and was drifted to Padu-
cah Saturday. The firm learning of
the raft's arrival instituted proceed-
ings.
-The Sun office is prepared to
furnish the very latest things in en-
graved or printed calling cards and
invitations of any sort, and is mak-
ing special prices now.
--Thursday Is the day set by Sher-
iff John Ogilvie to take prisoners eon
tinted during the December term of
the McCracken circuit court to the
Eddy:vile. penitentiary. Eight were
convicted.
•$1.50 books for 50c, the most un-
equaled offer ever made, the Rose of
Old St. Louis, Darrell of the Blessed
Isle. The Man of the Hour, Dorothy
• South Her Mountain Lover, Cape
Cod Folks, all go at this price, while
they last at R. D. Clements & Co.
-Attorney C. C. Grassham has se-
cured the attorneys license of the
late Capt. J. W. Bush, of Smith:ante
which Is one of the oldest in the
state. it was issued August 12,1857.
He preserves It as a memento. Capt.
Bush was his father-le-law.
-See the Christmas boxes of
fancy stationery at The Sun office,
priced 40c up.
-The Illinois Central wreeker
weut to Cobbs station, the necond
from Princeton, on the Nashville di-
V' 1.011 Saturday, to replace three de-
railed freight cars. No damage was
delve.
-For best coal and bundled
phon 203, Johnston-Denker
Coal Co.
-Nominations of officers for the
Red Men for the next year will be
made at the regular meeting Friday
night. The officers elected will be
installed the last meeting nigh, in
December.
-Orner visiting cards for your
friends for Christmas now, so as to
be sure you will get them. Over 60
Style; prices from $1.60 up, at The
Sun office.
-The Junior Guild of the Episco-
pal church will meet tomorrow after-
noon at the parish house.
Standard Cigars
in Small
Xmas Boxes
We offer the well known
Chancellors,
Mercantiles,
La Sonias,
Principe de Gales,
Preferencias,
Princess Louisas,
And several popular 5 cent
brands.
R. W. WALKER CO.
funzuoolsTs
f lel Irsalgai. klPbsau
Night Hell at Side Door,
Fine Furs
-New shipment high-grade shoes,
Stacy-Adage Stetson, Walkover and
Edwin Clapp at same prices. Ike Co-
hen's, 106 S. Second St.
-Mary Jane Stowers, colored, 54
year sold, wets stricken with paral1 -
Me eaturday morning at Sixth and
Ohio streets. and died a few houra
later w it h out speaking. The body
wee buried yesterday in the (*aunty.
-Dr. J. V. Voris, dentist, 200
Fraternity building.
Berody, colored, died at
13:06 South Ninth street this inoi nine
of fever.
-A single or two-letter mono-
gram and two quires of the best
grade of linen paper for $1 is just
one of the many splendid offerings
in this line at The Sun office.
--Kindling, kindling, at Bleder-
man's.
-Large line unredeemed pledges
-Diamonds, high-grade watches,
genuine Parker Bros. & Smith shot-
guns, pistols, etc.. at half price. Ike
Cohen, 106 S. Second street. i
-Do net forget that the Baking
Powder and Fish Aquarium offer with
that fine art noveity will not Mat
mutt longer. One aquarium. 2 gold
fish, box fhb food, pebbles, plants, box
baking powder and the art novelty
raw, sill for 65 cents, with only 100
to be isold. You'll have to hurry, at
Biederman 'a.
Sow your lawns and aide weike. We
have the very beet of ktwn gross seen
at Biederman's,
-If you have just a dollar to
spend for Christmas for a young
lady friend, come see the two quires
monogram paper The Sun sells for
the price.
--Bcteients of the West Ketencee
ocilege at Lone Oak will ThuredaY
afternoon give an eaborate Obrestmae
entertairtmeot at the college.
-We have Slug Shot that will de-
stroy all insects on plants; and Plant
Food that will make plants grow.
Brunson, 529 Broadway.
-The Paducah Furniture compa-
ny and the steamer hula Warren re-
port the loss of rope last night. Riv-
er thieves are working overtime late-
ly and the police are directed to
keep as close a watch on river prop-
erty as possible:
-City subset:Mere to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of theit
papers stopped must notify our col'
lectors or make their requests di-
rect to The Sun office. No attention
will be paid to such orders when
given to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
-Melvin McKindree got drunk
eesterday and yelled like an Indian
at the Illinois Central passenger de-
pot. He had a beg pistol and it re-
quired the combined efforts of Pa-
trolman Hurley and Special Agent
Pattie) Kirk, of the Illinois Central.
to arrest him. He was fined $25 and
costs and given ten days in jail for
carrying the weapon concealed.
Santa Claus Here In His Auto.
Theees ciertalettly do change; for
many, many years cad Santa Claus
hae t lipped quietly into Paducah.tin-
heralded save by the soft pad of the
'reindeer's hoofs. But he couldn't
get around to see all the good little
boye and girls in the city ff he clung
to any suet slow methods, so this year
he flame in an autompoh9e, gloving di-
rectly to R II dy Phll4lps & Co., where
he makes this hettdquaeterte, and was
greeted by about nye hundred de-
bighted chteitren. •
Mixer reading his mail and distrib-
ute* prettents, he left for other
points fn the south, for be has iota of
places to go between now and Obeid-
rnaa Eve.
HOTEL ANIMALS.
Palmer-L. G. Mayers, St. Louis:
S. G. Atchison, Chicago; A. L. Fisch-
er, St. Louis; J. S. Nall, leoulevilee;
S. B. Hunter Sikeston, Mn.: W. J.
Hussey, Darton, 0.; WIL:lain
Dawson: A. Goldstein, Nashville:
Stephen French, Louisville; 3. 134 •
Bradetnaw, Eddyville; J. H. Johnson,
Toledo, 0.; J. C. Watson, Louisville;
W. L. Reed, Evansville; F. B. Full-
born, Cleveland.
Bel'ved'ere; F. M. Ron-helm. Saera-
meta°, Cal.; J. G. Lorett, Benton; A.
H. Johnson, Memphis; H. P. /owe.
Albany, Ga.: C. D. Smith, Louisville;
R. A. Nobel-Won, Golconda. III.; C.
P. Raibte, Louisville; (1. W Dewne,
Murray.
Holiday designs in Christmas pa
per napkins for 10c a dozen at The
Sun office. Suitable to wrap you'
Christmas gifts is.
THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.
_People and
Piosodusi Swank
Marriage Aunt/tinted for December 19
The approaching marriage of Mr.
E. J. Green to Mies Florence: Der-
rington, on December 19 at 10 a. me
at the home of the bride, is aunouneed
Mr. Green was formerly bookkeep-
er for the Stutz Candy company, but
is now connected with the ithincris
Central. He is a popular young man.
Miss Derrington is the 'daughter of
Mr. H. Derrington, of Florence sta-
tion, and is a nee* of Circuit Judge
Wtleam Reed. She bite often reefed
'In Paducah and is popular and at-
tractive,: They will go to Nashville,
Tenn., on their bridal trip.
Both young people have a host of
friends in PAti II mh.
To Confer Croteses of Honor.
On January 19, which is the birth-
day of General Robert E. Lee, the
Paduc-ah chapter U. D. C. will confer
crosses of tho legion of honor en
Messrs. Georg.: W. Brand, Saunders
A. Foeler and Philo Alcott, who are
the ions of Confederate veteran,.
Informal Dance to Popular %esker.
The young men will give an th-
ermal dance in tee Columbia build-
ing this evening in honor of Misa
Belle Lockett, of Henderson, Ky..
elm is the attractive guest of Miss
thartba Dates.
Care Italy to Mrs. Wolff.
dere. lieden liecht, of 1619 West
Broadway, is cenertairsing at cards
this afternoon in tompernent to he
bows. guest, Mrs. Gertrude Wolff, ot
St. Louts
To Entertain christmaa Week.
ilia Lucile Wee, of North Eighth
street. will entertain the younger so-
ciety girls con Deeember 27.
Mr. Robert D. )4airedilien returned
thin morning from St. Louis, where
he accompanied els wife and on Sat-
urday night to teat M'-s. MacMillen's
parents, Mr. and Mot F. S. Higgins.
Mr. and 'Mrs. C. Herman and
daughter, Miss Edna. are visiting in
St. Louis.
Mr. Back Owen went to Carbon-
dale mines this morning on ,business.
Contractor F. \V Kateerjohn went
to (Wet Bluff this morning.
Mr. Mike Griffin went to -Murray
this morning after spending Sunday
In Paducah with his family.
Mr and Mrs. William James Glas-
gow. of Richmond. Va., will arrive in
the city Saturday to spend Christmas
with Mrs. Glasgow's sister, Mrs. A
.1. Ford.
.1:tnies Wheeler will arrive Friday
ti-ram Alexaedria, Va., where he is at-
tending school to spend the holidays
with his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Marks
K. Wheeler, of 2,04 Kentucky evisoue.
Mrs. William M. Aleuander, of
Lexington, Miss., arrived Saturday
night to spend Christmas with her
parents, Mr. and Mess. J. M. Boyd, of
1043 Trimble street. Mr. kiesensier
will come this test of the week for ehe
houndays.
Master Linn Boyd is expeoted home
Friday from Alexandria, Va., where
he dit at satiood, be visit his mother,
Mrs, Unit Rieke Boyd.
Miss Katie Jackson, daughter of
Mr. J. S. Jackson, has been taken to
Nashville and placed in a sanitarium
for her health.
Mr. Virgil enernie suffering from
a broken limb, has been renioved to
his home from Riverside hospital.
Miss Joe Miller, who has been at-
tending the St. Vincent college will
arrive Friday to spend the holidays
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jos-
eph Miller, of 416 South Sixth street.
Miss Belle Lockett, of Henderson.
Ky.. who has been the popular guest
.if Miss Martha Davis of 620 Ken-
tucky avenue, will return home to-
morrow.
Mr. F. M. Bush has returned to
Smithiand after visiting his sister,
Mrs. C. C. Grasaham. •
Mr. Clifford Reddick, who is at-
tending school in Georgetown. will
twee the Ceristmas holidays in Win-
chester.
Mr. Joe Burkham, the Illinois
Central engineer who was operated
on for appendicitis at Riverside hos-
pital three days ago, is Improving.
et 
Notice.
Owing to the death of Dr J R.
Coleman the aecounes due the firm
of Drs. Taynor & Coleman muet he
netted as eoon ats possible. Al: Parties
owing the firm will rrlease pay when
bills stre presented.
J. Q. TAYLOR.
Surviving partner of Drs. Taylor &
Coleman.
Holiday designs in Christmas pa-
per napkins for Inc a dozen at The
Sun office. Suitable to wrap your
Christmas gifts in.
The Prices Below Will Be
Made Until Dec. 31, 1906
Gold Shell Crown, 22k_ *350
Gold Fillings.........100 
Silver Fillings.    50
Plate Fillings  •75
1 Bridgework and all grades ofplate work guaranteed. Panties/extraction of teeth.
1 DR. KING BROOKS
DENTIST
,
E4Ixt1'i and Broadway 1
eat
TO AC1.
Don't Walt for the Fatal Stages of
Kidney Mutest.. Profit by Padu-
cah People's 'experiences.
Occasional attacks of backache, ir-
regular urination', headache, and diz-
zy spells are common early symproms
of kidney disorders. It's cml 1 nor to
neglect these ills. The attacks may
pass off for a time, but return wita
greater intensity. If there are symp-
toms of dropsy-puff swellings be-
low the eyes, bloating of the limbs
or ankles, or any other part of the
body, don't delay a minute. Begin
taking Doan's Kidney Pills, and
keep up the treat tnent until the kid-
neys are well, when your old-time
health and vigor will return. Cures;
in Paducah prove the effectiveness of
this great kidney remedy.
J. R, Womble. of 1005 South
Fourth street. Paducah, says: "An
attack of typhoid fever 20 years ago
:eft me with weakened kidneys anti
I have had some pretty severe at-
tacks of backache, some of them so
bad that I have had to crawl around
the house on my -hands and kuees
There was no rest either Slay or
night despite the use of a vast quan-
tity of medicine and more than one
prescription. With very little expec-
tation that I would get relief I tried
Dean's Kidney Pills. One day's treat-
ment convinced me that they were
going to the spot and when I stop-
ped their use the trouble disappear-
ed.-
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Nuns -
and take no other.
IN THE COURTS
C.ircult Judge WIlltam Reed finally
adjotirtisei the Beceneber term et ter-
t ult court this morning %hen he sen-
tenced two prisoners and entered a
few judgments.
Albert Rogers for obtaining money
by fakes pretenses, was sentenced to
one year, wed Ftorence Greer, colored
for robbery, 'A' LA sentenced tot tow
pears.
Judgment. Entered.
The following judginente were
flied: Annie Telvertt against Edward
Tolverts, for divert*, Maud Zook
against Edward Zook, for diatom.;
Hells Frogge against Ike Frogge, for
divorce. The suit of Perry against
the N.. C. & St. L. railroad was dbe
massed without prejudice
Allen Foreman against Erie Fore-
man, for divorce.
Henry Arena Indicted.
The grand Jury indicted Henry J.
Area:, proprietor of the Paducah
Commission company,Saturday when
it made Its final report, for running
a "disorderly house." He was fined
only the day before $750 for running
a "disordelly house::
Suits Filed, '
Following are the suite flied today
Dr. C H. Brothers against Mate
M. Mocquot for $21S alleged to
due for professional services.
City National bank amente E. 11.:
kopf personally. . $7511 nuto`.
City National bank against Fred
Roth and Phil Steelton. $379. note.
City NCR:nal bank agninst J. G
Reshieopf Buggy coentratele Jahn
and E. Rehkopf, $e(t.), note.
City Nat-tonal bank against The
Robber Grip Handle corneene,
and $1,0.10, rrotes.
City ',Teetotal bank against E. Reh-
kopf, $5110, note,
Winding up Circuit Court.
Circuit Judge Clem Gordon, of
eladisonvele, passe. el through Peti-
t:ale today en route to Stnithland. ii
was aecompanted to Livingeten coun-
ty by AN'. A. Berry, who will today
wind up Livintrston circuit court
Judge Berry acted for him at the reg-
ular court 'Aide Judge Gordon tsetse as
special term at MadesonvIlle.
Deeds Ellett,
Thomas P. McElroy to J. D. Mc-
Elea, property in the county,
J. H. Newman to J. W. Newman,
property In the county, $2,100.
Calls *Docket.
Magistrate C. W. Emery called
h.s docket today, it being reguler
court day, but tried no cases.
Want New Trial.
In the case of John and Cora Bu
ger a motion for a new trial
made. They were fined $50 and cos: -
each for nuisance.
Police Court.
Frank Johiteon and George Paschal
eolored. were granted a continuance
this morning by Police Judge D. A.
Cease on a breach of peace charge
'Phey were suspected of being gust-
o( attempted criminal aesault.
the woman's eridetwe did tent h.
Otis out. The two engaged in tt fie•
and abused 'Mary Piewhal She wee
out a warrant Sunday mornitm but
Saturday night accused the two of
a more rarious cherge which she did
ant substantiate when the warrant
.. issued. She (-Mimed they tore
her clothe* off.
Other cases: Pete col-
ored, disorderly conduct dienietead;
Line Watts, colored, drunkenneart $1:
led costa; Greathouse Cheatarn, cal-:
or.ed, for flourishing a gun at the
wharf, $7.5 and coats and ite days in
Ja44; Hugh Miller and wife OK -
nixed tor Usk good beta Ow to-
N\ Aid Jitu (Jailer. drunk-
ounces, $1 and coats; Vivan Patton.
drunkeuness, $1 and costs.
•
SEES FRAITD IN CIVIL SERVICE.
Cincinnati Mayor Denounces Fire and
Exioninations of City.
Cincinnati, Dec. 17.--Mayor Beanie
sey today declared that "civil serv-
ice as conducted in the bre and po-
lice departments of Cincinnati Is a
farce and a feaud.•' -If a Mail comes
up with the proper teoommendationee
he added, "he gets on the list. It he
has not thee* recommendations
has no (name. Ward botssee and pol-
etc:kens make the recommendations."
The mayor's remarks: were made to
a commit tee of :teed I ng iauisinaa men,
who called on him to urge that the
merit system be extended to the water
works department. The mayor said
he would favor the plan, but declared
that unless:: the C9111 III ititit on WU (len -
1)(Pit d of honeet men it would be a
failure.
Five Cent Stamp Bring.
New York, Dee. 17--A five-cent
stamp brought $1e5 in a sale of the
collection of Eugene Wilcon, of Bards
town, Ky.
It is a Puerto Principe Cuba, ?De-
cent orange brown stamp of the issue
of December, 1898. In 1598 the sup-
ply of stamps at Puerto Principe was
insufficient, the mayor of Puerto Prin-
cipe had some did Spanish Cuban
stamps surcharged 1, 2, 3 and 5
tents. This particular stamp is said
to be the greatest rarity among all
the United States colonial stamps.
The stamp was bought for George H.
Washington, of Cleveland, 0„ a well
known philatelist.
Great Tunneetemipiete,
Chattanooga, Tenn., Dec. 17.-The
tunnel through Lookout mountain,
driven by the Southern railway. Is fin-
ished, the working parties having mot
The work has lasted thirteen nionth-
and fifteen days- record time for
this elan tit a job. The tunnel is 3,-
tette feet long and in the course pen
etratod a cave fined with beautiful
set
Holiday designs In Christmas pa-
per napkins for let' a dozen at The
Sun office. Suitable to wrap your
Christmas gifts in.
Subscribe for me Sun.
TODAY'S MARKETS
Wheat-
May ..
July
Cora-
May
July
Oahe--
May  3514 36 4.4
Pork-
May  o 16,30
Cotton-
Jan,  9.30
Mar.  9.54
May  9.71
open Close
7see 7)tee
77% 77%
43%
43%
43%
43%
9.37
9 .60
9.78
Chri sit ma If Snreelit iOn 
Reefers
One of the most useful and
also practical Christmas gifts
is a Reefer Muffler. In the
elaborate Loliday assortment
which we are showing you
will find an abundance of new
patterns and color schemes,
original conceptions to be
fouiati here exclusively.
50c to $6
Knox, Silk and
Opera Hats
A Silk or Opera Rae; is also a
useful present-a gift which
will be especially appreciated
by the man who dresses cor-
rect.
Silk Hats • • • $6 00
Opera Hats • • $7.50
Leteb II sh•d 1868
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HART'S GOT 'EM
THE BIG 4 FOUR
COMBINATION
• nit' l• filen
)II(. 4 Hutu
This WAGON AND A SET OFRUNNERS
MANES ALL THESE FOUR OUTFITS
Hart's Xmas Line
This year is complete in useful toys like the above and Doll
Cabs, Cooking Stoves, Trunks, Chairs, Desks, Hobby Horses,
Shoo Flies, Skates, Sleds, Toy Dishes, hewing Machines, Tool
Chests, Drums, Balls, Etc.
Grown-ups' Sewing and Cart! Tables, 5 o'clock Tea Kettles,
chafing Dishes, Plated Tea Sets, Carvers, Table Knives and
Forks, Brass Cuspidors, AudArons, Fancy Baskets, Etc.
GEO. O. HART & SONS CO.
-I' at.: ti,.at• ea vineyard: reside
near a towee' and place your want
ad. where OTHER experienced want
advertisers place theirs.
FOR RENT-Elegant flats. Seventh
and Broadway. Apply to B. H. Scott.
FOR STOVE WOOD phone I9'50
George Bundren.
FOR RENT-Two unfurnished
roomieS15 Trimble.
-- C• OOK WAMTED at once Apply
30 Kentucky avenue.
- F• OR RENT- Furnished -front
room, 421 Clark.
FOR room 'cottage,
with bath 1036 Madison street. Ap-
ply 'Dr. P. H. Stewart.
-HICKORY WOOD--Pnonea. Old
442, New 698. Delivered promptly.
E. Z. Bell & Sons.
FOR RENT- One nicely furnish-
ed room. bath heat, toilet and all
conveniences, 837 Jefferson.
fur bottling. also boys for
packing. Paducah Distilleries Co..
128 South Third street.
WANTED--Position by competent
stenographer. Five years' experience.
Hest of references. Old phone 2716.
-Irkii3T---Bull terrier pup, brindle
wetk white collar. Notify NI Ken-
traky avenue, telepbone 1519-A
--FOR R ENT -Cot tage. CD South
Sixth street. Modern plumbing. Ap-
ply 43s Sole% Sixth.
7FOR RENT-Finii-lithed rooms over
Sleeth's drug store, Ninth end
Broadway.
WANTED-To rent one large nu-
gammai house work In tamely of 3.
Old phone 1:484-tit
WA-TiTED-To buy 100 feet of iron
fence. 0 \V. Edwards, 117 South
Third.
FOR Al.!. kinds of carpenter work
apply 0. M. Dodd, 1609 Harrison, old
Phone 830.
FOR RENT -Three room cottage
on North Twelfth street. Apply F
M. Faber,
FOR, RENT -Furnished front room
with bath Apply at Oehleetilaeger's
drug store.
FOR RENT-- By the year, eight
room residence, centrally located.
Good repair. Apply 424 South Ninth.
WANTED-To- learn trade, three
young men to learn marble and stone
cutting trade. Apply to J. E. Wil-
liamson & CO.
FOR SALE-One bread- wagon as
good ae new, can be wted for milk
wagon; also seeond-hanel surrey
desalt. City Bakery Prank Kirchoff
-HAND-PAINTED Pillow -tops. dec-
orated oilcloth for dresser doilies
and opera bags by Mrs. H. H. Mey-
ers. Displayed at Eley Dry Goods Co.
FOR RENT-Loom with bath at
609 1-2 Eroadway. Suitable for one
or two gentlemen. Apply Walker's
drug store. Fifth and Broadway.
FOR BALE-Three cheap fame cat
short notice: five millet from city.
See Holt & Potter, 119 South Fourte
stove,
_
SEND your clothe., to the Fault-
less Pressing club. 302% Broadway.
Drake & Browder, proprietors. Both
phones 1507.
K.'OiWAN. blacksmith, 40-9
S. Third. Old phone 457. Superior
work guaranteed. Exeltieve agent
for flora stone aide wire tires, the
best rubber tires made.
WANTED-Gentleneen
with or without boatel, In reee
ily. Al! modern cee
erything first-ekes.
Address G.. care Sun.
CONTRACTOR WEIKEL--Mason
ry and concrete work a specialty.
Office 126 South Fourth. Phone 490
Residence phone 1237. Prompt at-
tention to all estimates.
W-ANTED-To nets tam. terve tin-
f ternished or furnished room with
stains or furnace heat, with es with-
out hoard, references exehan god.
AAktreas P. o. Boa Si.
FOR SALE-Ten lots cheap on
monthly payment to respectable eel-
°red people. MeCracken Real Estate
and Mortgage company. See L. D
Sanders. ntS South Sixth street: 74'--
old phone.
FOR RENT-- A six room two stw y
house on North Eighth street sear
Starks-Ullcaan Saddle company.
Splendid pace for a boarding house
Apply to Bon Weille, 409-411 Broad-
way.
L1ST--A pocketbook containing
one $20 bill, three one dollar bills.
°neer:lee:Opt front Flarmeeng and one
from Mr. eftrybeery. Return t a W.
S. Bledsoe. Care StrerrIll-RUsseli I.um-
ber company, Ftievereth anti Tennes-
see, and receve reward of $e.00.
-The most complete line of
fancy stationer; for ('hr stmas to be
found in the city is at The Sun office
at T.' from 40c up.
WOLFF'S
Jewelry
Store
Open
Evenings
Until
Christmas
Winter Lap
Robes,
Horse Blankets,
Team Harness,
Buggy Harness,
Harness
Repaired,
washed and oiled
Padu0h
Saddlery Co.
Fourth and Jefferson
Streets,
A 
I
- ••.. • am.
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PANAMA MESSAGE
teaehers were tektite fl their work
and their pupils.
I There seemed to me to be too ma-
'
u u' try saloos in the Zone: but the new
SUBMITTED Toppil'h4h license law which go.* into ef-
Con'tuued From Page Two.)
of these men, takIng there at random
They were a tine set, physically and
In discipline. With one exception all
the white men I questioned had serv-
ed in the American army, usually in
the Philippines and belonged,to the
beat type of American soldier. With-
out exception the black policemen
whom I questioned had served either
in the British army or in the Jamai-
ca or Barbados police. They were ev-
idently contented, and were duels
their work well. Where possible the
policemen are used to control peo-
ple of their own color but In any
'remergency no hesitation Is feit he
using them indiscriminately.
Inasmuch as eo many both of the
white mad colored employes have
brought their families with them,
.sehores have been established, me
- a aool service being under Mr. CV-
Connor. For the white pupils white
American teachers are employed:
for the colored pupils there are also
Some white American teacher& one
Spanish teacher, and one colored Am
ertean teacher, most of them being
enlored teachers from Jamaica, Bar-
bados and St. Lucia. The school-
rooms were good, and it was a pleas-
ant thing eee fee prle. that the
IT IS UP TO YOU
We guarantee our line of Jewelry
te be retest to the line carried by
Any of the large fetuses. We
*MVO y øu 'Twenty per
u;.nt. If you are a ortiservative
•uyer we invite you to the above
reareinablellaSku!
Auction Sale
Is a worst kind of fake. We do
not have to auction our ipm•ds. We
meet every day with parties having
been faked. Be wise and do not
fall in the trap. Buy your jewelrv
(row
PARRISH & PARRISH
113 5eulth Third Simi
TI. lifted Mews,
emit received a new line ef up-t;
date Xmasgeods.
feet on Januar) 1 next will probably
close four-fifths of them. Resolute
and successful efforts are being
made to minimize and control the
said of liquor.
• Care or r.mpiloyee.
Next in importan.e to the prob-
lem of sanitation. and indeed now of
equal importance, to the problem of
?curing and caring for the mechan-
ics, laborers, and other employes who
actually do the wore on the canal
and the railroad. This great task has
been under the control of Mr. Jack-
son Smith. and on the whole has
Leen well done. At present there are
some 6,000 white ensoloyes and
some 19,000 colored employes on
the Isthmus.
Nearly 5.000 of the white em-
ployes had come from the United
S•ates. No man can see these young.
vIgerreis men energetically doing
their duty without a thrill of pr:de
in (nein as Americans. They repre-, 
where at other government hots-is.
sent on the average a With class Of the nineteen or twenty thousand
Doubtlees to congress the wages paid day laborers employed on the canal.
them wel seem bleb, hut as a mat- a few hundred are Spaniards. These
ter of fact the only general (tom- , do expellent work. Their foreman
plaint which I found had any real ; told me that they did twice as well as
basis among the complaints made t(), the West India laborers. They keep
me upon the Isthmus was that, ow- ;healthy and no difficulty Is experienc-
eding to tee peculiar surroundings, the with them in any way. Some
cost of living, and the distance from.
home, the wages were really not as Ita
ltan laborers are air) employed in
high as they should be. ; connection with the drillin
g. A eteedy
effort -is being made to secure Italians
The white Americans are employed, I
and especially to procure more 
some of them in office work, but the'
majority in handling the great steam 
Span-
iards, because of the very satisfactory
: 
shovels, as engineers and conductors 
results that have come from their
on the dirt trains, as machinists in employment; and 
their numbers will
the great repair sbops. as esrpentera he increased as far as Poes;ble
and timekeepers.. superintendents. Our business is to dig the come as
and foremen of divisions and of gangs; efficiently and as quickly as possible:
and no on and so on. Many of them proveled always that nothing As done
have brought down their elves and, that i Inhumane to any laborers,
families; and the ehildren when not and nothing that interferee with the
In school are running about and lee I wages of or lowers the stendaril of
haring preceely as the Amer • an living of our own workmen. Having
snaill boy and small gel behave ut in view this principle, I have *MIK-
home. ed to try 'revere! thousand Chinese
.The housewives purchase their sup- laborers. This is desirable both be-
plies directly, or thru their husbands. cause we must try to find out Mist
front the commissary Mores of the laborers are most efficient, and, fur-
commission. All to whom 1 epee,. thermore, because we should not
agreed that the rupplies were excel- leave ourselves at the mercy of any
lent, entail but two Mated that there one Me of foreign labor. At present
was no complaint to be made; these the great but* of the unskilled labor
two complained thee the prices were on the isthmus is done by West Indla
excessive as compared to the prices hegroes. chiefly from Jamaica, Bar-
In the states. On inveetigation I did bads and the other English poses.-
not feel that this' complaint was weel Mona. One of the gotUritors.of the
I weal as we in the United States
et the ordinary hotel in whet a 50-
cett meal is greened. The 30-cent
meat included moue, peeve beef
(which was good), sleuthed Potatoes,
peas, beets, chill eon came, plum
pudding, tee, coffee--each man hav-
ing as much of each dish as he de-
aired. On the table there was a bot-
tle of Igiuki quinine tonic, which two.
thirds of the guests, all I was inform-
ed. used every day. I was ibtormod
by some of those present that this ho-
tel, and ,aisso the other similar hotels,
were every Saturday night turned in-
to club houses where the American
officials, the school teachers and var-
ious employes, appeared, bringing
their wives, there being singing and
dancing. There was a piano in the
room, which I was informed was used
for the music on these occasions. My
meal was excellent and two neweps-
founded. The married men ate at
home. The unmarried men some-
times ate at private boarding houses,
or private messes, but more often,
judging by the roomers of those whom
I questioned, at the government can-
teens or hotels where the meal costs
30 cents to each employe. This 30-
cent meal struck me a- being as good
per correspondent, who had been on
the isthmus several days informed
me that it was precisely lute the
meals they had been getting else-
lands in question has shown an un
friendly disposition to our work, and
has thrown obstacles in the way of
our getting the labor needed: and it
Is highly undesirable to give any out-
Idlers the impression, however Ill
founded, that they are indi•tiensable
and can dictate terms to us
Negro Labarge% and" Theft Quarter.
Hoar or
RKL)
4.411 51.001)
ny Botanic Mood Halm ilk B. R.)
!MEI HATINM. vier e completed, the 'dickers ee etesiseeeteeily a low. broad, mountain Otto.' chaos Into oars, and
 from ears into
ol
•
There Is hope' for the most hopeless
ease of Rheumatism If the sufferer will
only take Botanic Blood Bajm (B. B. B.)
It invigorates the blood,'" making ft
pure and rich, arid destroying the ac-
tive poison in the blood, which causes
the awful symptom• of Rheumatism.
Lew/Aag Syssatease—Rone pains, sci-
atica or shooting pains up and down
the leg: aching back or shoulder
blades. swollen joints or swollen mu.-
etc.: difficulty In moving -around so
you have to use crutches; blood thin
or skin, tale; skin itches and burns;
shifting' pains; bad breath; sciatica,
lumbago. treat. etc. Botanic Blood
13alin (U. B. B.) will remove every
symptom, giving quick relief from the
first dose. and H. H. B. sends a rich
tingling flood of warm, rich, pure blood
direct to the paralysed nerves. bones
and joints, giving warmth and strength
just where it is needed, and in this
wayemaking a perfet, lasting cure of
Rheumatism In all Its forms. B. B. B.
hue made thousands of cures after
medicines or doctors have failed to
help or cum
loartfro Kikiloomo•-One of the
urouses of Rio-niatIsm I. due to Inac-
tive- kidneys and bladder B. it. B.
strengthen. weak kith'. ps and bladder,
draining off all disease() mutter and all
uric acid, so the urine flows freely and
itatundly.
Ikalaale Slorod Halm OR. U. R.) is
pleaaant sod wife to talky. Thortusgisly
tawnsd Par an pearls ouagrused of rana
Watasid• •Wreuntleros Weak
Illoasnek, ear.'.nywarpaia. i's-k-.' 111
per large bottle, at dram stores or by
easeful prepaid. %amnia. free bp writ-
ing 1.86•41 Willa Ia.. 'Mosta. tin. !bold
la ffimilenk• KY.. UV R. W. Walker &
W. J. Utilsoirti, Lams Mesa,, .515e7 ft 1.101.
Can or smiler Mbar were.
The West India laborers are fairly,
hut only fairly satisfactory. Some
of the men do very well indeed: the
better dame who are to be found as
foremen, as skilled mechanics, as po-
licemen, are good men; and many of
the ordinary day laborers are also
geed Bet thousands of threw who
are brought over under contract (tst
our expanse) go off into the inngle to
ive, or -Oaf around Cblon, or work
so badly after the first three or four
lays as to cause a serious diminution
of the amount of labor perofrmed on
Friday or Satertbay of each week. I
questioned many of theseo rnaica Is-
tiorers as to the conceit! of their
work and what, if any changes, they
wisht I received many complaints
from them, but as regards most of
these tomplainte they themselves con-
tradkeed one another.
Negroes Do Their Own Cooking.
The aogroes generally do their own
(-coking, the bachelors cooking In
thede provided by the government
and using their own pot,. In the dif-
ferent eastipe there was a wide varia-
tion In tee character of these cookiug.
;beds. So some where the camps
1
Hark Palos, Swollen Joists :ng sheds, a* well as ale bath wow I b'fklind whi°h will elle the inlaild lake 
I ships cm the PILOatua railroad, Where.
' 
and'
len t water,tri 
-closets,
therewe  watelireIn el:oil:rd. 
This 
ably show leas seepage, that is, will
artificial mountain will prob-
sidewalks leading from building to 
have greater restraining capacity!
Melding. In other camps the keel'. 
• than the average natural mountain,
ens or rook sheds had not been floor- 'range' 
The exact locality of the locks,
'ed, and the skiewaiks had not been ialet 
tilt-edam—us at the other dams—I
w 
beingry diotaeftr.mainitehd.threine 
of
fptrhiel
put delwn, thee in one camp the bath neentoSecretary
houses were not yet up. In each case, ablest eogineers of the counter
,
 —
however  every effort was being made Neeienrse Noble, Stearns and Ripley—
ter hurry on the construction; and I will visit the Isthmus, and the three
do not believe that the delays, had !engineers will make the !that and
been greater than were inevitable in ;conclusive 
examinations as to the ex-
such work. 
'act site for each Ida. Meannehile the
I had an interview with Mr. 
Maieet,' work is going ahead without a break.
the British consul to find out if there 
The Culebra cut does not offer such
great Hake; that is, the damage ha-
was any just cause for compeent as ble to occur from occasional lend
to the treatment of the West India
negroes. He Informed me most em-
phatically that there was not, and au-
thorized me to give his 'statement
publicity.
Recreation and Amosonient.
One of the greatest needs at pres-
ent ts to provide amusements both
for the white men and the black. The
Young Men's Christian Associetion
is trying to do good work and should
be In every way encouraged. But the
government should de the main work.
I have specifically called the atten-
tion of the commission to tbirematter,
and something has been acconeyelahed
already.
Work on (Unal.
Our people found on the isthmus
a certain amount of old French ma-
terial and equipment which could be
used. Some of it, in addition, toted
be cold as tooth iron. Some could
be used for furnishing the founda-
tion for filling in. For much no pos-
sible nee could be devised that would
not cost more than it would bring in.
Work of coststructioa.
The work 15 now going on with
a vigor and efficiency pleasant to wit-
ness. The three big problems of the
canal are the la Boca dams, the Ga-
tlin dam and the Cueebra cut. The
Culebra eut must be made, anyhow:
but of courie changes as to the dams,
or at least as to the locks adjacent tc
the darns may well occur. The Let
Boca dams offer no, partteular prob-
lem, the bottom material being so
good that there Is a practical certajn-
ty, not merely as to what can be
achieved, but as to the time of arhievt
ment. The Gatun darn offers ehe
moat serious problem which we ease
to solve; alfti yet the able* men on
the isthmus believe that this prob-
lem is certain of solutiun along the
does proposed: either, of course, it
necessitates great toil, energy and ¶n
connection with the work. The risk
arises from the feet that come of the
material near the bottom is not se
good as could be desired. If the huge
earth dam now contemplated is
thrown acroea from one foethill to
the other we wile have what le pracr
slips will not represent what may be
meted major disasters. The work
will merely call for Intelligence, per-
severence and executive capacity. It
Is, howver, the work upon which most
labor will have to be epere. The
dams will be composed of the earth
taken out of the cut and very possi-
bly the building of the locks and
dams wilr take even longer than the
cutting in Culebra itself.
New Records for Excavation.
As soon as the type of canal WAS
decided this work began In good earn-
est. The rainy season will shortly be
over and then there will be an im-
mense increase in the amount taken
out; but even during the last three
months, in the rainy season, steady
progress is shown by the figures: la
August, 242,0.00 cubic yards; in Sep-
tember, 2.91.04.0 cubic yards, and in
October, 325,009 cubic yards. In Oc-
tober pow records were establisheed
for the output of individual shovels as
well as for the tonnage haul of tndl
cridual locomotive& I hope to see •
growth of a healthy spirit of emu,.
titan between the different shovel and
locomotive crews, just such a spirit
as hae grown on our battle ships be-
tween the different gun crews in mat-
ters of markmanship. Passing thni
the cut the amount of new work can
be seen at a glance In one place the
entire side of a hill had been taken
out ;recently by 27 tons of dynamite.
which were exploded at one blast. At
another place I was given a president-
ial salute cf 21 charges of dynamite
On the top not • e
the prison is noe
all told, the canal bed at Val.
has now been sunk about 244 f•
low sleet It originally was. It a
have to be sunk about 134 feet tare
Ttruout the cut tbe
blasting, thoveline and hauling are
going on with canstantly increasing
energy, the huge shovels -bating prest
up. as If they were mountain howit-
zers, into the most unlikely looking
places, where they eat their 'way into
the hillsides.
Railway Improvements.
The most advanced methods, not
only in construction, but in railroad
management, have been applied in the
Zone, with corresponding economies
in time and cost, This has been shown'
In the handling of the tonnage from
thanks large.) to the
General Manager Bierd, the saving in
time and cost, has; been noteworthe.
My examination tended to show that
some of the departments had (doubt
'lege necessarily) become 'bverdevelop-
ed, and could now be reduced or snie
ondinated without impairment of effi-
ciency and with a waving of coet. The
chairman of the commission. Mr
Shoots, has all matters of thls kind
constantly in vlow, and is now reor-
ganizing the government of the zone,
!so as to make the form of adminis-
tration both more flexible and leas
:expensive. subordinating everything
Into direct efficiency with a view to
the work of the canal commission.
Ceities end Doubting Th
omases.
It is not only netural, but inevit-
able, that a work as gigantic as this
which has been undertaken on the
Isthmus should arouse every species
of hostility and criticism. The con-
ditione are so new and so trying, and
the work so vast, that it would be
absolutely out of the question that
mistakes should not be made. Chocks
will occur. Unforeseen Mien/pies
will arise. From time to time seem-
ingly well-eeteed plans will have to
be changed. At present 25,004 men
are engaged on the task. After a
while the number will be doubled. In
such a multitude it is ineveoble that
there should be here and there a
scoundrel. Very many of the poorest
(Continued on page seven.)
HOLIDAY GOODS
On Display
Pipes and Cigars for accepto-
b'e presents. Complete line on
display in Meerchaunis $2.50 up:
Briars el 00 to 95 00.
Cigars packed 12, 25 and 50 Ip
holiday box--La Iliuseria, La
Mole, El Pricipe De Gales, La
Pretereoc:a, Belmont and Gen-
eral A Mite'.
Sc Cigars packed 12 and 25 in
book boxes and cabinets •
The Smoke House
232 Broadway
KILL THE COUCH
AND CURE THE LuNc8 
WITH Dr. King's
New Discovery
ONSURIPTION
FOR I OUCH' as/ 10c&$1,00
OLDS Free Trial.
Surest reed la.u‘keet Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG THOU13-
LYS, or MONEY BACK.
TWO CAR LOADS
KURIZMANN PIANOS
Being crowded into Watson's store for their great Educational Contest Sale.
This is the largest and finest assortment of high grade Pianos ever shown in
Paducah. Besides the KURTZMANN we have the follsawing celebrated makes:
Everett, Packard, Emerson, Kimball, Smith
Barnes and Others
BUY ON OUR EASY PAYMENT PLAN
Certificates good for their face value as so much cash on all makes. DON'T WAIT. BUY YOUR PIANO
NOW. Use your Certificate before it runs out.
FRED P. 'WATSON & BRO.
311 BROADWAY, PADUCAH, KY.
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'Is II your will, sire?" I however, to wait uutil nightfall before
"It Is, and, ab, I can see by your
eyes that it is yours also! We shall not
lose a moment, Francoise. What a
blessed thought of mine, which will
silence their tongues; forever! When tt
Is ready they may know, but not be
fore."
The king WWI all on tire with the ex-
citement of this new resolution. lie
had lost his air of doubt and discon-
tent, and he paced swiftly about the
room with a smiling lave and shining
eyes; then he touched a small gold bell.
which suiumoned Contemn, hls private
body ;servant
"What o'clock is it. Bontetus?"
"It Is nearly 8, sire."
"Hum!" The king considered for
some moments.
"Do you know where
Catinat Is. Bootents?"
"He was In the grottuda sire, but 1
heard that he would ride back to Paris
tonight."
"Does he ride alone?"
"Ile has one friend with him."
"Who Is this friend—an ()Meer of the
guards?"
"No. sire: It is a stranger from over
the seas—from America, his I under-
stand—who has stayed with him of
late."
"A stranger! So mud.: the better.
Go, Bonteme and bring them both to
Captaiu de
"I trust that they have not started,
sire. I will see." He hurried off and
was hack in ten minutes in the cabinet
once more.
"Well?"
"I have been fortunate, sire. Their
horses hail been led out and tbeir feet
were in the 'stirrups when I reached
them."
-Where are the', then?"
"They await your majesty's orders
In the anteroom"
"Show them In. Bouterus. and give
adialmion to noue, not even to the
Minister. nntil they have left me."
To De Catinat an aneeenee with the
month-eh was it common incident of
his duties, but it was with profound
astonishment that he learned from
Bontemi that his friend and irouipan-
Ion was Included in the order.
It was with a feeling of eurioider,
not unmixed with awe. that Amos
Green entered the private chamber of
the greatest monarch in.cbststendom.
As his eyes fell upon a quietly dressed,
blight eyed man, half a head shorter
than himself, with a trim. dapper fig-
ure sad an ereet carriage, he could not
help glancing round the room to see if
this were indeed the monareb or If it
were some other of three endless
who interposed themselves be-
tween Mtn and the outer world. Thu
reverent astute of his rompanlon, how-
ever, shelved him that this must in-
deed be the king, so he bowel, and
then drew himself erect with the sim-
ple dignity of a man who had been
trained in nature's school.
"Good evening, captain de (Satinet,"
said the king, with a pleasant smile.
6414__A
"Yee must stay with me and be in
vifc."
"Your friend, as I undenstend. Is a
stranger to this country. I trust, sir,
that you have found something here
to intermit and to amulet you?"
"Yes, your majesty. • I have seen
your great city, anal It In a wonderful
one. And my friend has shown me
this palace, with Its woods and its
grounde. When I go back to my own
country I will have much to say of
whet I have seen In your beautiful
land."
"You speak Frencheisnd yet you are
not a canadian."
"No, sire; I am from the English
provinces.
The king looked with Interest at the
powerful figure, the bold features and
the free bearing of the young for-
eigner, anti his mind flashed back to
the dangers which the Comte de Fron-
tense bad foretold from them same
colonies. His mind, however, ran at
present on other things than state-
craft, and he hastened to eve De
Catitiat his orders for the night.
"You will ride into Paris on my serv-
ice. Ye& friend can go with you.
Two are sa or than ode when they
hear 5, ni( go of state. I wish you,
you start."
"Yes, sire."
"Let none know your errand and see
tbat none follow you. De to the house
elf Archbishop Harley. prelate of
Paris. and bid hint drive out hither
I and be at the northwest side poeteru
by midnight. Let nothing bold hint
back. Storm or flue, he mine be here
tonight. It is of the first importance.
Adieu, captain. Adieu, monsieur."
CflArl'E it X.
I4
NIE. DE. MONTESPAN 4111
kept her rooms, mica. in
mind at the king's disappear-
ance, but unwilling to show
her anxiety to the court by appearing
among them or by making any Inquiry
as to what had occurred. While she
thus remained In Ignorance of the sud-
den and complete collapse of her for-
tunes, she had one active and energetic
agent who had lost no incident of what
had occurred and who watched her In-
terests with as much zeal as if they
were his own. And Indeed they were
his own, for her brother, M. de VI-
Tonne, had gained everything for which
he yearned—money, lands aud prefer-
ment—through his sister's notoriety.
ely nature boki. unscrupulous and re-
sourceful, be was not a man to lose the
game without playing it out to the very
end. Keenly alert to all that passed,
he had from the time the he first
heard the rumor of the kluge Intention
haunted the antechamber and drawn
his own conclusions from what he had
seen. Nothing bad escaped hint—the
diaconeolate 'faces of monsieur and of
the dauphin, the visit of Pere is Chaise
and Boesnet to the lady's room, her re-
turn. the !triumph which shone in her
eyes as she came away from the Inter-
view. Ile had seen Bonteme harry off
and summon the guardsman and his
friend. Ife had beard them order their
harem to be brought out in a couple of
boars' time, and finally from a spy
whom he employed among the servants
be learned that an unwonted hustle
was going forward In Mate. tie Main-
tetion'a room, that Mlle. Nanon was
half wild with excitement and that two
court milliners bee been hastily sum
atoned to madame's apartnieut It
was only. however, when he heard
from the same servant that a chamber
*as to be prepared for the reception
that night of the archbishop of Parts
that he undermond how urgent was the
danger.
Mmestle Montespsn bad spent the
evening stretched upon a sofa in the
world possible humor with every one
around her. There was the sound of
an opening door and of a quick step
in her anteroom. Was it the king, or
at least his messenger with a note
from him?
But. no; It was her brother, with the
haggard eyes and drawn face of a man
who is weighed down with his own
evil tidings. He turned as be entered,
fastened the deor and then, abiding
across the room, locked the other one
which led to her boudoir.
"We are safe from interruptlop," ie.
panted. "I have hastened here, for
every second may be invaluable. Have
you heard anything from the king?"
"Nothing." She had sprung to her
feet.
"Tim hoar has come for action, Fran-
conies'
"What is It?"
"The king is about to marry Mme.
de Maintenon."
"The trouvernantel The widow Scar-
ron! It ix impossibiele
"It lit certain that he will marry her."
The woman dung oXift her hands in a
vesture of contempt and laughed loud
and bitterly.
"You are easily frightened, brother."
said die. "Ala, you do not know your
little sister. Perchance If you were
not my brother you might rate ruy
powers more highly One day is all I
ask to bring him back."
"But you cannot have it. The mar-
riage is tonight."
"Yon are mad, Charles."
"I am certain of it." In a few bro-
ken seutenees he shot out ell that be
had seen and heard. She listened with
a grim face and hands which elos-d
ever tighter anal tighter as be pro-
ceeded.
"I shall go and see him," she cried,
swesTing toward the door.
"No, no, Francolse. Believe we. you
will ruin everything if you do. Strict
orders have been given to the guard
to admit no one to the king."
"Had I only a day, Charles, I am
sure that I could bring him beck to
me. There bas been some Other In-
fluence here—that meddlesome JesIllt
or the pompons &mallet, perhaps. Only
one day to counteract their wiles.
Charles. It most be stopped; I say it
must be stopped: I will give anything,
everything, to prevent IC"
''hat will you give, ray sister?"
She looked at him aghast. "What!
You do not wish me to buy your' she
said.
"No. but I wish to buy others."
"Hal You see a chance, then!"
"Ono, and one only. But time
preemie I want money."
"How much?"
"I cannot hare too ['inch—all that
you can spare." _
(To be (southwest.)
4
A
W ork
thing
boy can't make en allowanee
even when he ("bargee eter-y-
he buys to his father,
CUBA NOT READY
FOR HER LIBERTY
Opinion of Conservative Cit-
izens of Island
l'iobable Change May U  Over At-
titude of Our (Sower en
Ton turd Her,
FEAR REPRISALS OF LIBERALS
Havana, Cuba, Dec. 17.— There
seems to be a general impression
here that a change has come in the
policy at Washington regarding the
government of Cuba. American oft-
(lea in charge of important depart-
ments say that word has been receiv-
ed ,o this effect and that the provi-
sional government will continue
much longer than was planned.
Nothing more definite will be die-
elosedeerecept that the change has
been wrought by the representations
of the tobacco sugar, fruit, railway
and other great interests that It will
not be safe to allow the Cubans to
try unrestrictedly to govern them-
selves for a long time to come.
There is no question that that is
the way those interests feel about it
from one end of the island to the
other. It is also patent that a very
large and tnfluentiat portion of the
population, in fact, all Cubans who
have property to lose, do not want
another republic. This feeling is not
confined to deposed moderates, but
is entertained by the great conserva-
tive native element that has nave,
taken any interest In politics. It
seems to be aroused now - not open-
ly, for It fears reprisals if left unpro-
tected to another independent island
government—to the hope that it can
by letters to public men in the states
make them see the Cuban situation
as its representative thinking men
see it.
Notwithstanding the president's
message the good faith of which no
one for an Instant suspects, they in-
sist that it will be years before Cuba
again has seit-government, and that
,he may by (he wish of her serious.
more intelligent people of substance,
never desire It uneurbed. The unani-
mous opinion of such people is that
if there is to be a change of policy in
this direction by the United States,
Its declaration should come quick's,
that confidence in the island's future
may be restored and its development
proceed
The liberals are strongly demand-
ing early elections. They insist on
their being held in June. General
Loins: del Castilla proposes may 20
and the Inauguration of the new re-
public on July 4, Governor Magoon is
es,:d to have smiled at the suggestion
and remarked, to Caatillo's great en-
couragement "Begat idea." The
Telegraph. in commenting on the
matter today, says:
"There is ample cause to appre-
hend that other revolutionaries with
as nice a taste in dates as General
Castillo would treat the country to a
revolution on Christmas day, and an-
other intervention on New Year's, in
the unlikely event that peace could
be kept that long." This expresses
the belief of every one in Cuba whose
judgment Is considered worth hav-
ing.
Following the Flag.
When our soldiers went to Cuba
and the Philippines, health was the
most important eonsideration. Willis
T. Morgan. retired commissary ser-
geant U. S. A., of Rural Route 1,
Concord, N. It., says: "I was two
years in Cuba asci two year, in the
Philippines, and being subject to
colds, 1 took Dr. King's New Discov-
ery for Conrimption, verb kept me
in perfeA health. And now, In New
Hampshire, we find it the best medi-
cine in the world for Coughs, colds,
bronchial troubles and all lung dis-
eases." Guaranteed at all druggists.
Price 50c and $1.00, Trial bottle free*
The Yazoo Mississippi Valley
Is the title of a new pamphlet
now ready for distribution and pub-
lished by the Illinois Central Rail-
road company.
It descritele In detail the resources
and possibilities of the richest valley
In the United States. For a free copy
address the undersigned at Man-
chester, Iowa. J. F. MERRY.
General Immigration Agent,
Death From Lockjaw.
Never follows an Injury dressed with
Buck:elle' Arnica Salve. Its antisep-
tic and healing properties preeent
blood poisoning. Chas. Oswald, mer-
chant, of Rensselaersville, N. Y.,
writes: "It cured Seth Burch, of
this place, of the ugliest sore on his
neck I ever saw." Cures Cuts,
Wounds, Burns and Sores. 25c at all
druggists.
Pavorlte tonic Is White's Prelim Var.
iwfuge, the cure for worms end all
hildren4 disease.. It not only kills
the worm., but removes ticr ratteous
and slime In which they bullet theb
tees. Its action en the ehlbt lit mile
mad leaves him in a healthy corollition.
Pie Daniel, Sumac, Tenn., says that he
gays ene of his children White's Cream
Vermifugs when the doctor thong:it it
hod colic, an 1 ,-Th It,,' n dna,. the
child passed
Sold by all tit tiggi,.‘s
PANAMA MESSAGE
SUBMITTED TODAY
(Continued From Page Six.)
class of laborers lack the menus; de-
velopment to protect themselves
against either the rascality of others
or their own folly, and it Is not pos-
sible for human wisdom to devise a
plan by which they can invariably be
protected. In a place which has been
for ages a by-word for unhealthful-
neA, and with so large a congrega-
tion of strangers sudden') put down
and set to hard work there will now
and then be outbreaks of disease.
There will now and then be short-
comings in administration; there will
be unlookt-for accidents to delay the
excavation of the cut or the building
of the dams and locks. Each such
incident will be entirely natural, and,
even tho serious, no one of them will
mean more than a little extra delay
or trouble. Yet each, when discovered
by sensation mongers and retailed to
tined folk of little faith, will serve as
a excuse for the belief that the whole
Is being badly managed,
have investigated every complaint
brought to me for which there seem-
ed to be any shadow of foundation
In two or three cases, all of which I
have indicated in the course of this
message, I came to the conclusion
that there was foundation for the corn
viaint, and that the methods of the
commission in the respect complained
(4 could be bettered. In the other
Instances the complaints proved ate
Mittel) baseless, save 111 two or three
instances where they referred to mis-
takes which the commission had al-
seed) itself found out and corrected
Plan to MOW by tkaitract.
After most careful consideration
we have decided to let out most of
the work by contract. If we can come
to satisfactory terms with the con-
tractorA. The whole work is of a
end suited to the peculiar genius of
our people; and our people have de-
veloped the type of contractor best
fitted to grapple with it. It he of
course, much better to do the work in
large' part by contract than to do it
ell by the government, provided It is
imasible on the one hand to secure to
the contractor a suflicient remunera-
tion to make it worth while for re-
sponsible contractors of the best kind
to undertalle the work; and provided
on the other hand It can be done on
terms which wilL,not give an exces-
sive profit to the contractor at the ex-
pense of the government. After much
consideration the plan already Pro-
inulgeted by the secretary of war was
adopted. This plan In Its essenCal
features was drafted, after careful
and thoro study and consideration, by
the chief engineer, 'Mr. Stevens, who,
while in the empiornent of Mr. Hill,
the preedent of the Great Northern
railroad, had permitsl experienee of
this very type of contract. 'Mr. Stev-
ens then submitted the plan to the
chairman of the commission, Mr.
Monts, wbo went carefully over it
with 'Mr. Rogers, the legal ;Weisser of
the commission. to me that all legal
11ffileultles were met. He then sub-
mitted copies of the plan to both Sec-
retory Taft and myself Secretary
Taft submitted it to some of the best
counsel at the New York bar, and af-
terwards I went over it very careful-
ly with Me. Taft and Mr. Shouts, and
we laid the plan in its genteel feat-
ures before Mr. Root. My conclu-
sion is that It combines theemaximum
of advantage with the minimitm of
disadvantage. Under it a premium
will be put noon the spieedx wed eco-
nomical construction of the af anal.
and a penalty Imposed on delay and
waste. The plim as promulgated is
tentative; doubtless It will have to
be changed In some respects before
we cat come to a sat/ea:tory agree-
ment with (responsible contractors—
perhaps even after the bids have
been received; and of course It Ia pos-
ilble that we can en come to an
agreement, in which mote the govern-
ment will k do the work itself. Mean-
whil, the work on the isthmus is two-
lgerteee-upiirg steadily and without any
A .Single Commissioner Desired.
A seven-headed commission is of
course a clumsy executive Instru-
ment. We should have but one
commissioner, with such heads of de-
Partments and other officers under
him as we may flpd necestary. We
should he expressly permitted to em-
ploy the best engineers in the coun-
try as conmeting engineers,
am informed that representatives
of the commercial clubs of four oft-
Ms—Boston, Chicago, Cincinnati and
St. loule—the membership of which
Includes most of the leading business
men of those cities, expect to visit
the isthmus for the purpose of exam-
ine the work of construction of the
canal. I am glad to hear It, and I
shall direct that every facility be
given them to see all that is to be
teen in the work which the govern-
ment Is doing. Such Interest as a
visit like this would indicate will have
a god decect upon the men who are
doing the work, on one hand, while
on the other hand it will offer as wit-
nesses of the exact conditions men
whose experience as business men
and whore impartiality will make the
resnSt of their observations of value
to the country as a whole.
Of the success of the enterprise
am as well convinced as one can be
of any enterprise that is huinan.
THEODORE ROOSEVELT,
The White Houre, Ilec..17, 1E06_
—Before you huv mixed nuts.
Wale's or candles elsewhere, see JIM
Viewless, 304 NrOadway. Best
ileslity, lowest glees.
HIGH WATER MARK
OF HOLIDAY TRADE
'"ached Saturday By Paducah
Retail Stores
jilinois I 'rid rid Pay Car Throus
Much Loose Change Into Broad-
s ay—/lear) Train.
POST OEEICE ENJOYS A Itt'SH
Saturday night was the liveliest of
the year for Paducah merchants in
business, and thousands of dollars
were taken in. The trade was genet -
al, and was swelled not only because
tee holidays are fast approaching,
but because it was the monthlypay-
day for the Illinois Central. The
stores keep open until 10 o'clock eN-
ery night..
The pa) car came Saturday and
remained open on Sunday from 8 a
m. to 1 p. in. Those who failed to
reach it Saturday were enabled to
get their money yesterday, and will
have another opportunity this week.
The car paid toda) from East Cairo
to Water Valle), K) , and tomorrow
wel be here to pay from Paducah io
Loulvville.
Travel Increased.
Extra equipment has been sent
here by the Illinois Central to han-
dle the big holiday travel The pas-
senger traffic steadily increases with
the coming of Christmas, and fer-
urday shoppers patronised the road
extensively, Paducah securing a
great deal of :rade from surround-
ing towns
The railineda are enjoying an ex-
tra freight business an] al: crews
are used, few railroad men dewing
to Work being :aid off.
Rusin sat Poet Mee.
Because of an increase in mail
matter an extra window has beeet.
opened in the post office: the first
time In the history of the city. Mr.
Fred B. Ashton, superintendent of
the carriers Is In charge. It Is the
old a Induw used formerly for selling
stamps and Is being kept open for
the purpose of .weighIng packages
and selling stamps.
Tradesmen are working oiertime
making presents for their friends
and at the Illinois Central shops ma-
chinists, pattern makers an] other
specialty men are busily engaged
during spare moments making midi-
'tee. "T' squares are being turned
out and miniature hammers made
:or watch charms.
Deadly Serpent Bites.
Are as common in India as are stom-
ach and liver disorders with its. For
the latter however there is a sure
remedy: Eiectrie Bitters: the great
restorative medicine, of which S. A.
Brown, of Bennettsville. S. C , says:
"They restored niy wife to perfect
health, after years of suffering with
dyspepsia and a chronically torpid
liver." Electric Bitters cure chills
and fever, malaria, biliousness, lame
back, kidnee troubles and bladder
disorders. Sold on guarantee by all
druggists. Price 50e.
•
No Pasant for Trawsportation.
The interstate commerce commie-
*ion stands pat on its interpretation
of the railroad rate law that newspa-
pers cannot exchange advertising for
transportation. A committee repre-
senting the National Editorial associ-
ation held a hearing before the com-
mission in which the subject was ful-
ly and (reel) discussed. The associa-
tion holds that the ruling of the
commission abrogates the right of
contract, and that a newspaper and
a railroad have a perfect right to
enter into a legitimate exchange ar-
rangement.
An Alarming Situation
Frequently results from neglect of
clogged bowels and torpid liver, un-
til constipation becomes chronic.
This condition is unknown to those
who use Dr. King's New Life Pills;
the best and gentlest regulators of
Stomach and Bowels. Guaranteed by
all druggists. Price 25c,
WHAT'S
Worth doing is worth doing well. If
you wish to he cured of Rheumatism.
use Ballard's Snow Liniment and you
will he "well cured." A positive cure
for Sprains, Neuralgia, Braless, Con-
tracted Moncton and all the his that
flesh is heir to. A. a M. Williams,
Navarota. Texas, writes: "I have used
gnaw Liniment for sprained ankle and
It gave the beet of satisfaction. I al-
ways keep it In the house."
Sold by n11 druggists.
The Texas Winkler
Cures all kidney, bladder and rhea.
matic troubles; sold by J. H Oshl-
schlseger, but Isroadwny, Dr. I. W.
Hall, office 2926 Olive street. it.
Louis, Ho.
THAT'S IT
Cough yourself Into a fit Af spasms awl
then wonder why you don't Istrt
If you will only try a bottle of Bat
lards Horehound Syrup your cough
will lie a thing of the past. it is mu
positive cure for roughs, Influenza.
Orrin, hitts and all Pulmonary dhleart
(), loo tie will convince yog, At your
druggist, 13e, Eille and
Sold by all druggists.
—Score cards for the game Five
Mildred for tall at The Ran ore,
at 36c.
Woman's Trials.
The tatter tree in a woman's life in is
be childless. Who can tell how hard the
struggle may have been ere she learnt to
resign herself to her lonely lot? 'rho &b-
een,* of this link to hind marital life
tegether, the absence of this one pledge
to mutual affection Is a common dirap-
eiiiitment. Many unfortunate couples
bt-come estranged thereby. Even it they
do nit drift apart, one may read the whole
extent of their disappointment In the eyes
of such a childless couple when they rest
on the children of others. To them the
largest fatal I y does not see.m too numerous.
In many cases of barrenness( or child-
'assume the obstacle to child-bearing is
easily removed by the cure of weakness on
the part of the woman. Dr. Pierce's Fa-
vorite Prescription has been the means of
restoring health and fruitfulness to many
a barren woman, to the great joy of the
household. In other, but rare case., the
obstruction to the belying of children has
been found to be of a surgical character,
but easily removable by painless operative
treatment at the Invalids' Hotel and Sur-
gical Institute. Buffalo, N. Y., over which
Dr. Pierce of the' Favorite Prescription"
fame prysides. In all cases where chil
dren are desired and are absent, an effort
should be made to find out the real cattail,
since it Is generally so easily removed by
proper treatment.
In all the various weakneesea, displace
prolapsus, influmtnation and de-
bilitating, catarrhal drains and in all
cases of nervousness and debility. Dr.
Pierce's Favorite Prescription is the most
effivient remedy !hat can tenet y be ilnett.
It io.i to its credit bunt:reds of thousands
of cures —mare in fact than any ether
remedy put up for sale through druggists,
especially for wonlaii'S Ilse. The ingredi-
slits of which the "Favorite. Prescription ̂
Is einnpoatnd have received the moat
positive endorsement from the leading
medical writers on 114steriss MMItO/ of all
the several schools of practice. All the
ingredients are printed to phitn I:11914h
on the wrapper ...tido/414g the bottle, so
that any %%omen making use of this
famous medicine may know exactly what
she Is taking. Dr. Pierce takes his pa-
tients Into his full confidence, v•1ii,dxbaa
can afford to do as the eminent after
wheel tlei "Favorite Prescription" Is
made a ill bear the moat careful exam-
ination.
Dr. Pierre's Pleasant Pellet.' are the
best and safest laxative for %onion.
XMAS IS NEAR
Pictures Make the Finest Presents
The above large (ratio', sith paw
own picture air Met of your baby. is
given FREE at
JAS. SOLER
Rhotogreirstili.; Studio
111 1 a South Third Street
Riley & Woks old stand.
christams and New Year Holiday
Rates.
The Illinois Central R. It. Co. wl/1
sell tickets to all points on their line
and to MI points south of the Ohio
alid Potomac rivers, and east of the
aliseeseippt river, also to various
points In the west. northwest and
routhwent. Rate one and one-third
fare plus 25 cents. Dates of sale De-
(ember 20, 21, 22, 21, 24. 25, 30
and 31, 1906 and January 1st. 1907,
final limit 7th, 1e07. For further
particulars apply to
J. T. DONOVAN.
Agent. ,510 Broadway.
R. M. PRATHER,
T A., Union Depot.
5 •
Efgali
S" kr:5 -
gFTC' ch.5 ANYI 1/4. "'MAX •
-1.1( $1(..4,- 'A^ •
eat AT STA STOne FOR
— • res-eng,
W. R. etcrhereon. profess. •
1De
E alreitemettadlan PigSointment will cure Hlind
ineeding and Itching
Pi It",. It Nino bs Lae tumors.
slleys the itct 'ea at 0,,, ..acta
anti p,,,Ilitlee. VIM .1 irllitant re
I,. f. Dr. it'll tarns' Intuit  Pile °int-
ro nit is prepared for Piles and Itch-
ing of le prirate parts. Every hoc Is
.arrant,-,t, Its dnigglkte, by mall on re-
iibrii iIIIIrtleintPrOZsi .9-Ariv'eialttgit
Sold by DuBois, Kolb * Go.
Da 11.
Baldwin & Co.
Manufacturers of
PIANOS and ORGANS
Sell on installments and
take old Instruments in
exchange,
—
LEE LINE STEAMER
Steamer Georgia Lee
Leaves Cincinnati Deceni-
ber 112 for Louisville, Evans-
ville, Paducah, .Memphis
and all way points.
Through rate to Helena,
Vicksburg and Pine Bluff,
Ark., arriving Paducah Sat-
urday, December 15.
0.F. PHILLIPS. Agent
Roth Phones 1155-A.
EVANSVILLE, PAIRICAM
CAIRO LLNE.
(Ineoeporatad.)
asid Padua* Pasittita.
(Daily Bxcept Sunday.)
Steamers PM) Fowler and John &
Hopkins, les .• Paducah for Ernme
vine and way landingi at 11 a. M.
Special excursion rate now in ef-
fect from Paducah to Evansville and
return, $1.00 Elegant music on tbr
boat. Table unsurpassed.
STEAMER 11010K FOWLER
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
landings at b a. m sharp, daily ex-
cept Sunday. Special excuse-1n rates
now In effect from Paducah to Calm
and return, with or without meek:
and room. Good music and table Re-
im r passed.
For further information apply to
S. A. Fowler, General Pam. Agent, or
Given Fnwler, City Pass. Agent, at
Fowler-Crumbaugh & Oo's °Ras.
doth phones No. 33.
4T. LOUIS AND TENNESSEE
RIVER pAceeffr COMPANY
FOR TENNESSEE RIEVEL
gimpoffles..driss
iS
STEAMED CLYDE
taave Paducah for Traseesee Rivas
Every Wednesday at 0 p.
W. WRIGHT ...... Masses
El GENE ROBINSON Cleat
This company is not responsible
for invoice charges unless eolloats0
by the clerk of the boat
NEW SUBSCRIBERS.
List of new ouirscrilrere Added by
the East TentliesNer Tab-phone Cairn.
pan; today:
:175-5—Craig. Jam , Benton
Road.
723-5—Earleo, M J., Benton
Road,
3005--Davis, Hrs. Minnie, 1109
Greer St.
1543-r--Griffith. W Y., 138 Ter-
rell. .
1548—Smith. *alter S., 2024
Meyers.
We have in the city over 3,000 sub-
scribers or live times as many as the
Independent company; outside the
city and within the county we have
63 times as many subscribers as the
Independent company. Yet it will
place a telephone In your residence
at the tame rate the Independent coat
pany is supposed to charge, and pro-
vide in addition, long distance facili-
ties which will enable you to reach
fully fifty million people from your
home.
Call 300 for further information
NEW STATE HOTEL
D. A. Ballrr, Prop.
METROPOLIS, DLL
Newest and best hotel in the city
Rates $2. oo , Two large sample
rooms. Bath rooms. Electric
lignts. The only centrally located
hotel in the city.
Csaserciet Pitman Solicitel•
DRAUGHON'S
gii4CinekyWcik94,
(lacorporated.)
112411 &Map, rei 11/43111LLI
21 Colleges in 15 States posuricries Ai
cured Of looney RHFUNDED Also teach ay
mem. Cataloger will ton•laca von 0-•
Orem/how, THY DIST. Call in an* for
,'Si 'loser
Henry Mailmen, Jr.
Rensved to Third aid Itatady
Book Binding, Bank Work, Legs
sod T.Itiverv Work a apiimialtv
Oak Dale Hotel
Brook port•
Rahn ti a Day. Err thing OK.
Sr* J. 1. tackss. Prearlstreti
— - - - -
GINTRGE MASGANA-
Veterinary Surgetin and Dentist. All
calla promptly attended night and
day. Residence Pit 2935 Old Of.
fire, ThompsonTynsfer company
inilMEEENNEMENEEEMENNIEiBoth 111"eS 357.
DiSTRIBUTING OFFICE
518 BROADWAY
E P. Bourquin tuner.
W MILLER & BROI I
Phso•1041.a
terse efeere
1.0.011.1e 
.1.,..#40.A.
OGILVIE'S store is ready for the greatest holiday business in its history. We havedone our best to make this store worthy of its good name, by securing the
best, most useful and acceptable things in the market for Xmas shoppers. We have
secured plenty of salespeople, who are ready to answer any question, offer suggestions
and to help you in any way possible. Read every word of this page; its filled- with
valuable suggestions from top to bottom.'
KINDLY shop early in the
day, and if convenient
take. small parcels with you.
It will save annoyance.
First Among the Preferred Christ-
mas Things Are Furs, and
We Have Them.
Fur sA.ts for children 
Ladies' Fur Scarfs, for latilee and children.
This stock wil; interest you If you are looking
thing in the Fur line
Purses and Hand Bassin (real leather)
f:  SIAM to $10.00
Xicliony Bag. Drown and 30c to $2.00
eiiildretes.Purses at   25c
Children's Beaded PUISe4 . ZSC
Fancy or plain, In sets or single. from ..
Belt Buckles in Pearl, Gun Metal and Gilt .
This department stands second to none. Having bought
and selected from the :eading manufactories they are just a
little better than elsewhere.
Ladies' Gold and Pearl handles  1115.00 to $12.00
Ladies' Silver and Pearl handles  52.23 to $10.00
Ladies colored and bLack Silk with Cherry handles $1.50 to $5
Dull black handles   $1.30 to $4.00
Gents' Cmbrellos in 5:1k, silver trimmed ,.. $1.50 to 113.00
Gents' l'mbrellas in Core' 
Other t'rnbrelles for melt, women and children .. 33c to $1.25
Ties department is called Toy aud Fairly land, because
It has the appearance of such.
Nowhere in Paducah can you fi nd such an assortment
of toys and dolls as we have.
"Dols with natural hair," "Dolls that walk and sit,"
 2-Se to $14.00
Toys electric and steam; toys that will entertain any age
..23c to $12.00
ICIHand erchief, the busiest spotin the store at Christmas.
You know why. Our reputation is far and near. We break al: records
selling handkerchiefs "cause" we give (be best for lees money. '
Children's handkerchiefs, in fancy boxes (3 to a box) per box 13e
Children's initial handkerchiefs, In fancy boxes (3 to a box) per box.20e
hemstitched and embroidered handkerchiefs (1 to a box) per
box   .10e
Ladies' hemstitcbed and embroideredlIen handkerchie with neat
designs (6 to a box) per box 51.15
Ladies' hemstitched embroidered linen handkerchiefs, very fine and
dainty (G to a box) per box er.e.tel
We have a full line of men's handkerchiefs. Look in "gifts for men "
We have ladies' embroidered handkerchiefs with the new cross-bar
effect at  tbec
In this department you will find the largest assortment In Paducah.
Embroidered handkerchiefs (exclusive designs) an high as $1
An all-linen 1-4 inch handkerchief good 12 1-2c value  
1.0475.
An all-linen 1-4 inch handkerchief, good 20c value  13e
Duchess lace handkerchiefs. hanCatade. 
ly, 1PLadies:!flihemstitched and embroiared all-linen mourninli lig hali ndke$r-chi 1.73
25 and 30c
Scalloped edge mourning handkerchief, exclusive designs 50c
Handkerchiefs of any kind and price.
Many new and attractive things have been added for the holidays.
To appreciate these goods you wilt have to see them. We make mention
Linen Scarfs, Table Covers, Center Pieces
All-linen Damask Scarfs, Hand-Embroidered Pieces. Lunch
Tray Covers Applique Scarfs.
Drawn Work In many designs.
This department will save you many worries.
Fancy white aprons with bibs 
Fancy white SWISS aprons ..
Nurses' plain aprons ...
Tourist toilet cases in silk or canvas
Quilts in fancy Xmas boxes $2.00 to $3.00
Hose supporters in fancy boxes 50e, The and Si
Ladies garters In fancy boxes 254' to $1.50
Rusting in fancy boxes (6 different pieces) per box23e
"Bootees" for the baby  25e
White and black 1eggins for the baby 30e
Laundry bags  23e Up.
Chiffon Scarfs  $249, $3.40, $4.00
Toilet water In boxes-line extracts in boxes,
Fancy stationery In fancy boxes 2,Sc up
Silver sake ys, such as Nail Files, Darters. Blotters, Curiera. ete 2.'5c up
Pillow Tops, Pictures, etc.
Give your friends gloves if you don't know ihe size we will change
and fit them after the holidays.
This department is complete both in sizes and shares.
A few of the many;
16 button glove. white, brown, black  .s ....$2.73, 113.00
12 button black or white 
Brown pique  $1.00. $1.50
Black Suede Gloves  $1.75, $2.00
Short gloves In any color or any
MAIL orders have promptattention. Out-of-town
people make Ogilvie's your
headquarters.
Another Busy Department in the
Busy Store
Ladies' Silk Hoe*, light leader/  $2.00 and $1.25
Ladies' White 8.1Ik Ho  Nee to $3.00
Ladies' Black Silk Hose at1$2.75, $2.30, 02.00, $1.50, $1.00.
Hosiery makes an ides1 gift  Remember we give a pretty,
fancy, box with hosiery.
• We have a full] line of fsncy and plain hosiery for the
whole family
liernetitehed Linen Table sets  $12.50 to $15.00
Linen Table Sets Sill)  $19.00
Linen Table Sets 5112  $10.00
Linen Table Linen  $f1.50
Hemstitched Linens Napkins, per dozen  $2.00 to $0.00
Hemmed Napkins as low as per dozen  50e.
Match Seta   $4.00 to $8.00
Match Sets (Round)  $04.341 to $10.30
Tlemsteched Damask Towels 
Fringed Damask Towels 
Bath Towels 
In this department you (-an find just velvet your gentle-
men friends want Here are a few suggestions:
Here are a few suggestions in Neckwear-
Ties, all styles,  25c to 50e.
Mufflers  We to $1.50
Fancy Half Hose  13e to 34ke
Black Silk finish Half Hose  50c.
Gents' all Linen Handkerchiefs  10c.
Gents' all Linen Initial Bandkerehiefs (6 In a box) box $1.15
Gents' all Linen Handkerchiefs 23c, 33e, 30c. 73e, $1.00
Fancy Silk Handkerchiefs   25 and 30c.
Gents' Wool Gloves  23 and 30e.
Gentte Kid Gloves  7:Se. $1.00, $1.30
Boys' Wool Gloves  25 and 30e.
Plain or pleated, colored or white 
$1.25I Scarf Ping 23 and 50e.
Cuff Buttons  23 and 50e.
Watch Fobs  25 and 34ke
Another department where we give the best for less.
